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Abstract 
This thesis explores the correlations between characters' encounters with specific 
locations and their interior development as they adjust to their new environments in the 
novels Brick La,ne (2003), White Teeth (2000), and Maps for Lost Lovers (2004). Monica 
Ali ' s  Brick Lane focuses on Nazneen's  (the protagonist) encounters with different places 
such as particular streets, pubs, restaurants, caf es, and train stations, which impact her 
personality to such an extent that, in the process of traversing London' s  physical terrain, 
she is transformed from a passive Bangladeshi rural woman into an active, independent 
agent in London. In With Teeth, Zadie Smith depicts the extensive movements of her 
characters during a momentous period of decolonization and globalization, and shows 
how the characters' encounters with specific places brought about by their movements 
result in the emergence of spatio-temporal identities. Nadeem Aslam's  Maps/or Lost 
Lovers, by creating a fictional town, Dasht-e-Tanhaii, explores the psycho-spatial 
relationships of the immigrants as they move within Dasht-e-Tanhaii and beyond, and 
points to the role places, both present and absent, play in the negotiation of identities in 
diaspora. 
Each of these novels represents the space within which the diasporic individual 
moves not as homogenous, but rather as heterogeneous. Each encounter with a specific 
space has the potential to produce change within the individual as well as the space itself. 
The novels also imply that movement facilitates intersections of space and subjectivity, 
which, in turn, play vital roles in the construction of new identities. 
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Introduction 
Decolonization, globalization, improved communication, easy flow of capital, 
political turmoil, and desire for better life have contributed to the large-scale dislocation 
of people over the last century; the process of displacement continues in the 2 1st century 
as well. Sometimes this dislocation is voluntary, and sometimes it is imposed externally. 
Whatever the cause of dispersal, fictional representations emphasize the multitude of 
challenges faced by the dislocated or diasporic subject in leaving their "home"/native 
country and attempting to find or create a sense of "home" and "homeliness" in their so­
called "host" country. The experiences of these dispersed people translate into narratives 
that form an important segment of postcolonial literary studies. 
In their attempts to reorient themselves in the new location and new culture, the 
first generation of migrants use different strategies, but at the same time they cannot help 
looking back at their homeland nostalgically. They pine for what they have left, not only 
for the physical place itself but also for the emotional attachments and communal warmth 
that they remember having experienced in the land of their origin. The haunting 
memories of their homeland combined with the stresses of adjusting to a new culture and 
the not uncommon antagonistic/racist reception that they receive disrupt and often thwart 
their attempts to establish home in diaspora, which, in tum, creates the conditions for 
identity crises in the diasporic subject. The second-generation immigrants, who are born 
and brought up in diaspora, are also not free from these crises although theirs are a little 
different from their parents' .  The children of the first-generation immigrants grow up 
with the cultural elements of both the cultures-the culture of their parents and that of the 
host country. These diverse and different cultural elements may either coexist or be in 
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conflict with one another, which, consequently, gives rise to different types of identities. 
Therefore, the immigrants of both the first and the second generations face difficulties in 
negotiating their identities in diaspora. 
In this thesis, I examine how Zadie Smith's White Teeth (2000), Monica Ali ' s  
Brick wne (2003), and Nadeem Aslam's Maps for lost Lovers (2004) depict the 
diasporic subjects' complicated process of adjustment to new locations. I argue that the 
immigrant, in his or her diasporic experience, encounters new places that s/he turns into 
what Soja calls "Thirdspace" ( 1 1  ), and, in the process of encounter and transformation, 
constructs a new identity adapted to the newly created space. My examination of the 
novels is informed by the postcolonial theories of Homi Bhabha, A vtar Brah, and Abdul 
R JanMohamed, as well as by the literary scholarship on each of the three novels. 
Additionally, my analysis of the relationship between space and identity in diaspora has 
been shaped by the theories of Henri Lefebvre, Edward Soja, and Michel Foucault among 
others. 
Attention to the challenges associated with negotiating identities in diaspora is not 
something new. Over the years, cultural and literary scholars have written much about 
identity formation, clash of cultures, assimilation, and hybridity with reference to 
diasporic people. While discussing the complexity of subject positions in the modem 
world at the tum of the last century, Homi Bhabha, in his "introduction" to The location 
of Culture ( 1 994), introduces the notion of hybridity which can be described as a state of 
being "au-dela-here and there, on all sides, fortlda, hither and thither, back and forth" 
(2) .  He argues that there is some space "in-between the designations of identity," which 
"opens up the possibility of a cultural hybridity that entertains difference without an 
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assumed or imposed hierarchy" (Location 5).  In one of his interviews, 1 Bhabha calls this 
interstitial space the "third space" and describes it as a site of hybridity. Another concept 
similar to Bhabha' s "third space" is developed by Avtar Brah in her Cartographies of 
Diaspora: Contesting Identities ( 1 996) . To describe the psychological state of diasporic 
people, Brah introduces the idea of "diaspora space . . .  where multiple subject positions 
are juxtaposed, contested, proclaimed or disavowed; where the permitted and the 
prohibited perpetually interrogate" (208). This third space or diasporic space provides the 
diasporic community with "the terrain for elaborating strategies of selfhood-singular or 
communal-that initiate new signs of identity" (Bhabha, Location 2). The spaces of both 
Bhabha' s  and Brah's formulations that function as the site of identity formation are not 
physical spaces, but rather conceptual spaces. 
While reflecting on the strategies of the second-generation migrants' way of 
negotiating their cultural identities in diaspora, Shehrazade Emmambokus, in her essay 
"Overlapping Space and the Negotiation of Cultural Identity: Children' s  Literature from 
the South Asian Diaspora" (20 1 1 ), argues that, through enculturation, "[m]any second 
generation migrant children" internalize the cultural elements of "both their 'home' and 
'homeland' environments, which, in turn, grants them memberships of these cultures" 
(85) .  The elements of both cultures "overlap with one another within an internal space or 
site" (85) and consequently, when these children encounter a specific cultural situation, 
they take recourse to their repertoire of the elements of both cultures and respond to the 
situation by constructing a situational identity made of the elements of that particular 
culture. Emmambokus' s  Overlapping Space model corresponds to the virtual space of 
1 The interview is titled "The Third Space." 
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Bhabha and Brah in that it emphasizes the internal or psychological space of the 
individual but ignores the actual place where the individual encounters a particular 
culture. 
The concept of "place" does not merely refer to a space with physical dimensions, 
colors, and shapes. Depending on one 's  discipline, it may incorporate the social, cultural, 
and psychological meanings associated with a particular physical environment. David 
Canter, in his The Psychology of Place ( 1 977), sees place in terms of physical 
dimensions, human conceptions, and activities. Pointing to the vagueness of "the concept 
of place," Ashild Lappegard Hauge opines that there is "a need for a common term for 
the physical environment in relation to the social, psychological and cultural meanings 
attached to it" ( 46) . Considering the physical, social, psychological, and cultural 
dimensions of place, the term space offers an alternative to refer to the rich connotations 
of the concept of place. 
The role of place/space in the construction of one ' s  identity has been explored by 
a number of scholars in sociology, psychology, and geography. In her essay, "Theory of 
Attachment and Place Attachment" (2003), Maria Vittoria Giuliani argues that place 
attachments have "a strong . . .  effect in defining our identity, in filling our life with 
meaning, in enriching it with values, goals and significance" ( 1 37-38). Another similar 
view is held by Anna Beck who contends that the subject is "shaped by the material and 
symbolic dimensions of space" ( 1 08). R. Bruce Hull, Mark Lam, and Gabriela Vigo, in 
their article, "Place-identity: Symbols of self in the urban fabric" (1994), examine how 
"the meanings and values symbolized by place features" (11 0) contribute to the formation 
of self-identity. With reference to the connection between actual space and identity, 
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Roger Silverstone ( 1 999) remarks, "Knowing where we are is as important as knowing 
who we are, and of course the two are intimately connected" (86). 
Scholars from different disciplines have attempted to examine the nature of the 
relationship between space/place and identity. "Places," Hauge observes, "do not have 
permanent meaning; their meaning is renegotiated continually and therefore their 
contribution to identity is never the same" (47). She also claims that "people affect 
places, and places (and the way places are affected) influence how people see 
themselves" ( 45) .  Henri Lefebvre, by introducing his spatial triad of perceived, 
conceived, and lived spaces in The Production of Space ( 1 974/1 99 1 ), points to the 
reciprocal relationship between the space and the individual, or the mental and the 
material spaces. Perceived space, according to Lefebvre, refers to an individual ' s  
perception of  a space that emerges out of  his/her interactions with the material landscape 
(buildings, monuments, routes, networks) of that particular space. The second type of 
space is an ideal space that exists in the mind of people, that is, people think about it in a 
particular way. Since it is conceived in the mind of people, Lefebvre calls it the 
conceived space. In other words, conceived space is how people view space through their 
own cultural lenses to make sense of that space; it is the symbolism they attach to space. 
In-between these two spaces is the third one-the lived space-which is inhabited by 
people in a society. Lefebvre holds that this is the space that "the imagination seeks to 
change and appropriate" (39). In other words, this lived space provides an individual with 
the ground and impetus to resist domination. 
Edward Soja, in his Thirdspace: Journeys to Los Angeles and Other Real-and­
lmagined Places ( 1 996), develops the concepts of Firstspace, Secondspace, and 
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Thirdspace, which correspond to Lefebvre' s  perceived, conceived, and lived spaces. 
Firstspace, as Soja maintains, is "the concrete materiality of spatial forms . . .  that can be 
empirically mapped" ( 1 0) ;  Secondspace refers to the "ideas about space", or in other 
words, the mental dimensions of "human spatiality" ( 1 0) .  Soja  reconciles this duality of 
space by introducing the notion of Thirdspace that "draws upon the material and mental 
spaces of the traditjonal dualism," but in itself is a different mode of spatiality. Soja' s 
notion of "Thirdspace" points to the mutual interaction between the subject and the space, 
which contributes to the construction of a new space and an identity as well . Martina 
Low, in her "The Constitution of Space : The Structuration of Spaces Through the 
Simultaneity of Effect and Perception" (2008), further expands the relation between the 
action of an individual, which is the outcome of a particular identity in a specific place at 
a definite time, and the space where the action takes place by arguing that space has the 
power to provoke action, but at the same time, it itself is a result of action. Two more 
studies that analyze the interdependent relationship between place and identity are Gillian 
Rose ' s  "Place and Identity: A Sense of Place" ( 1 995), and Daniel Stokols and Sally Ann 
Shumaker' s  "People in places : A transactional view of settings" ( 1 98 1  ) .  
The diasporic individual, whose psychic space provides them with the site of 
(re )shaping their identities in diaspora, does not live in the void, but rather occupies 
specific real places, and these spaces "play a key role in defining the limits and meanings 
of diasporic identities" (Georgiou 22). In the criticism of diasporic literature, scholars are 
primarily concerned with the psychological space of the diasporic individual . Although 
they recognize the possibility of multiple identities formed in the virtual space as a 
consequence of the subject' s religious, cultural, and ideological encounters in diaspora, 
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they tend to miss the fact that the encounters take place in "real" space as well .  Moreover, 
the diasporic subject is not a static entity, but rather an autonomous agent, who moves 
through different places within diaspora. As a consequence, those encounters do not take 
place in a space but in spaces. Till now, there has been little research examining the 
relationship of actual space, conceptual space, movement, and identity as represented in 
diasporic literature. My thesis is a response to this gap in postcolonial literary scholarship 
and explores the correlations between characters ' encounters with specific places and 
their interior development as they adjust to their new environments in the novels Brick 
wne, White Teeth, and Maps for Lost Lovers. Each of these novels represents the space 
within which the diasporic individual moves not as homogenous, but rather as 
heterogeneous. Each encounter with a specific space has the potential to produce change 
within the individual as well as the space itself. The novels also imply that movement 
facilitates intersections of space and subjectivity, which, in turn, play vital roles in the 
construction of new identities. 
I have chosen three novels by three different writers for my thesis because they 
share some commonalities-all are set in England and each depicts characters from South 
Asia who are by religion Muslims-and despite sharing some commonalties, each novel 
uses space in varied ways that reflect the diverse experiences of those in diaspora. I do 
not discuss the novels in the chronological order of their publication years, but rather 
according to how they work with ideas concerning space vis-a-vis character development. 
My first chapter focuses on Ali ' s  Brick La,ne, specifically on the character ofNazneen. In 
the course of her immigration from Bangladesh to Tower Hamlets and then her gradual 
exploration of London' s  East End, Nazneen begins to change and ultimately becomes an 
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autonomous agent in England. I examine how Nazneen' s  encounters with different places 
such as particular streets, pubs, restaurants, cafes, and train stations impact her 
personality to such an extent that, in the process of traversing London' s  physical terrain, 
she moves psychologically as well as temporally away from the person she was when she 
first arrived in the UK to a woman unafraid to exert increasing autonomy for herself and 
her children. 
Whereas Chapter One charts a fairly straightforward correlation between space 
and development of the character, Chapter Two maps the migrations and movements of 
Samad Iqbal (arguably Smith' s protagonist) during a momentous period of 
decolonization and globalization, and his attempt to readjust his identity in both colonial 
and postcolonial periods. Samad responds to each move by strategically constructing the 
space and his identity so that both of them correspond to each other. Such character shifts 
according to specific locations are noticed in second generation characters as well. 
Sometimes, the characters appropriate physical space and transform it into a hybrid space 
that provides the immigrant with the ground to construct a new self. Taking the 
characters of both the first and the second generations into consideration, this chapter 
claims that in Smith' s White Teeth, place and the diasporic individual inform each other 
and a spatio-temporal identity emerges although for the time being. 
The last chapter moves away from actual locations to the experience of 
dislocation that occurs in the collective imaginary. The Pakistani immigrants in Maps for 
Lost Lovers, occupy an imaginary town in England and give it the name of Dasht-e­
Tanhaii or Desert of Loneliness. Drawing on Foucault' s  concept of "heterotopia," in this 
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chapter, I claim that Dasht-e-Tanhaii is a heterotopia for the immigrants, which serves as 
a sanctuary for them to retain their homegrown identities in diaspora. However, the 
characters' movement beyond this town, forces them to readjust their subjectivity in 
relation to the new space they inhabit, which, later, affects their relationship to this 
heterotopia. This chapter traces the psycho-spatial relationships in both first and second 
generation diasporic characters as they move about Dasht-e-Tanhaii and beyond. 
As we can see in all three novels, every spatial encounter of the migrants makes 
them readjust their subjectivity. Although the nature of an immigrant' s response to a 
specific location may differ from that of another immigrant, the method they apply to 
negotiate their subjectivity is the same. In the course of their movements through physical 
spaces in diaspora, the diasporic individuals create personal territories, which in tum, 
provide them with the terrain to construct new spatial identities. In the whole process, 
movement plays the role of a catalyst by bringing the individual in contact with different 
spaces. However, by pointing to a number of possible identities that may arise at the 
intersections of space, movement, and diasporic subjectivity, the novels forewarn that any 
attempt to predict these identities in a formulaic way would be reductive. 
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Chapter One 
Moving Through Urban Spaces and Achieving an Autonomous Self in Brick l.Ane 
" . . .  since nothing could be changed, everything had to be borne. This principle ruled her life." 
(Monica Ali 4) 
Monica Ali ' s  Brick l.Ane depicts the struggle of a Bangladeshi village woman, 
Nazneen, to adjust her place in a British society. When Nazneen, who was born and 
brought up in Gouripur, a village in Mymensingh, East Pakistan (at present Bangladesh), 
comes to England with her husband, Chanu, she feels out of place in an alien society, but 
gradually she develops agency and ultimately asserts her individuality by taking decision 
about herself and her daughters in critical moments. The growth in Nazneen's  character 
does not take place all of a sudden, but rather steadily, and every bit of her progress in 
specific situations contributes to and initiates the next stage of development. Her 
metamorphosis from a passive Bangladeshi rural woman to an active, independent agent 
in London results from her encounter with different people in different places effected by 
her movement in diaspora. Each encounter reshapes her subjectivity, which eventually 
leads her to form a new identity. 
"Cultural identity," Stuart Hall argues, "is a matter of 'becoming' as well as of 
'being"' (394), and individuals develop this sense of "being and becoming in relations to 
the interconnected space, which they might experience or be excluded from" (Georgiou 
20). Since her birth, Nazneen, as a girl, has shared the space inhabited by her mother and 
other women at a village in Mymensingh and has felt excluded from the male dominated 
space of her father. She has experienced the silent sufferings of her mother, Rupban, and 
her (Rupban's) passive resignation to Fate. Her mother' s  passivity and acquiescence is 
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appreciated by her father who describes Rupban to Nazneen as a saint: "Your mother is 
naturally a saint. She comes from a family of saints" (Ali 4 ) .  From her very childhood, 
Nazneen is imbued with this stereotypical view of a saintly woman, which leads her to 
readily accept without any protest the marriage proposal that her father brings for her. 
Like her mother, she also shows compliance and remarks, "Abba, it is good that you have 
chosen my husband. I hope I can be a good wife, like Amma" ( 5) .  While she watches the 
obedience and submissiveness of her mother, she also realizes that her father enjoys a 
level of freedom and autonomy from which she and her mother are excluded. Her mother 
does not know where her father goes, nor why he is absent from home for a couple of 
days without saying anything to anybody, but no one in the family has the authority to 
ask because her father, the male, is not accountable to any woman. When Nazneen asks 
her mother, "Where does Abba go?," Rupban replies, "Look! Now my child is asking 
where he goes .... If God wanted us to ask questions, he would have made us men" (53). 
Therefore, in the place of her origin, Nazneen develops her being in relation to two 
distinct spaces-the female space with which she identifies herself and the male one from 
which she feels excluded. In other words, a sense of inclusion and exclusion, 
identification and separation, and permission and prohibition forms her subjectivity in 
Gouripur. This binarism is so natural in her village that her subjectivity is never 
challenged; she never thinks about crossing the space designated for her and constructing 
a new identity, but rather remains satisfied with her passive, subservient, and fatalistic 
self. 
Nazneen' s  passive and subservient subjectivity formed in Bangladesh continues 
to maintain its sway over her for a while even after her migration to England. In the 
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initial months after her arrival at Tower Hamlets in London, she looks longingly outside 
the window and sometimes feels like "going downstairs, crossing the yard, and climbing 
the Rosemead stairwell to the fourth floor" (Ali 6) in order to meet the tattoo lady, "but 
she would not go" because "[ s ]trangers would answer if she knock[ s] on the wrong 
door," or " [t]he tattoo lady might be angry at an unwanted interruption" (7). Nazneen' s  
failure to move out o f  her flat and to go to somebody else ' s  does not essentially refer to 
her inability to move. While analyzing the relationship between movement and mobility, 
Anna Beck observes, "if a character does not move, she or he is not necessarily 
immobile. To assess the significance of why a character does not move, we also have to 
take into account the character's  ability to move. Does she or he not move by choice or is 
she or he forced to stay in a certain place due to social or financial reasons?" ( 1 1 1  ). In 
Nazneen' s  case, her failure to move is caused by her selfhood formed in relation to the 
female and male spaces in Mymensingh, Bangladesh. Through the wavering attitude of 
Nazneen, Ali points to her unsteady and irresolute self transported from a village in 
Bangladesh to the metropolis of London that shrinks from taking any firm decision. 
Nevertheless, one ' s  self is not static, but rather changing depending upon the 
environment and situation one is in. Referring to the changing nature of self-identity, 
Harold M. Proshansky, Abbe K. Fabian, and Robert Kaminoff remark, "both self and 
self-identity are structures which are ever changing during the entire lifecycle, not just 
during the formative years. Each major stage during the lifecycle as well as other critical 
periods in this cycle . . .  brings appropriate changes in the self-identity of the individual" 
(59). Although during the formative years ofNazneen' s selfhood, the village of Gouripur 
played an influential role, London plays a crucial part in the formation of her subjectivity 
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in the later period of her lifecycle in diaspora and brings about remarkable changes in her 
self. 
The first change in N azneen' s self occurs when she, for the first time, overcoming 
her irresolution, ventures out of the flat by herself and walks down the streets in East 
London. Her subjectivity is initially jolted by the news of a woman's jumping from the 
sixteenth floor and Jorina's working in a garment factory where she mixes "with all sorts : 
Turkish, English, Jewish" (Ali 1 4  ), and her watching the ice-skating of a woman on 
television. In England, the actions of these women make her realize that women can also 
have agency like men, which, so far, she was unaware of. This realization develops a 
little agency in her and leads her to exercise it by getting out of the flat on her own. As 
Nazneen wanders through different spaces, she experiences a kind of epiphany and 
realizes other possibilities for her self. If, as Lefebvre argues, "space is a product" (36), 
Nazneen produces her individual space at the time of her need, which in turn facilitates 
her construction of an identity that accords with this new space. When she gets lost in her 
wandering and feels the need of a toilet, she goes to a pub; in order to find the way to 
home, she goes to a restaurant and asks directions. The pub and the restaurant both are 
public spaces and previously it has been unimaginable for the introvert Nazneen to go 
there for any purpose, but she turns the impossible into the possible and makes the best 
use of these spaces to meet her end. Her movement into this hitherto unimaginable space 
leads her to defy her husband' s  view in her mind. While inwardly criticizing Chanu, she 
ruminates :  
Anything is possible . . . .  Do you know what I did today? I went inside a 
pub . To use the toilet . Did you think I could do that? I walked mile upon 
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mile, probably around the whole of London, although I did not see the 
edge of it . And to get home again I went to a restaurant . /found a 
Bangladeshi restaurant and asked directions . See what I can do! (Ali 40) 
To Nazneen, the pub and the restaurant with their buildings, goods, and people no longer 
remain concrete spaces, but rather become places that could provide her with help if she 
could only adjust her self, and she does so . In other words, she transforms "the concrete 
materiality of spatial forms" (Soja 1 0) of the pub and the restaurant into Soja' s 
"Thirdspace," which, in turn, reshapes her self in that particular moment and particular 
space. In other words, out of the reciprocal impacts of the character and the space, a 
spatio-temporal identity emerges. 
Although Nazneen starts developing a sense of autonomy through her encounters 
with new people and places in diaspora, initially she is not comfortable with this change 
in her subjectivity. The agitation and anxiety in her mind are reflected in her action on the 
streets : 
Twice she stepped into the road and drew back again. To get to the 
other side of the street without being hit by a car was like walking out in 
the monsoon and hoping to dodge the raindrops. A space opened up before 
her. God is great, said Nazneen under her breath. She ran. 
A horn blared like an ancient muezzin ululating painfully, stretching 
his vocal cords to the limit. She stopped and the car swerved. Another car 
skidded to a halt in front of her and the driver got out and began to shout. 
She ran again and turned into a side street, then off again to the right onto 
Brick Lane. (Ali 34) 
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The traffic and Nazneen' s  reaction to that traffic in the outer space become emblematic 
of her commotion in the inner space that she experiences in navigating this new world. 
With her homegrown subjectivity, she feels hesitant, and nervous in her encounter with 
English space. Her difficulty in crossing the road is a projection of her trouble crossing 
the space that was designated for her in Bangladesh. However, as a space opens up before 
her on the road and she crosses it, similarly England opens up new possibilities for her 
and, taking the advantage, she tries to redefine her identity by readjusting her old 
subjectivity in diaspora. Her crossing the road adds to her confidence and paves the way 
for the further development of her self. 
As time passes, Nazneen applies her agency on a small scale. When her son, 
Raqib, becomes ill, she, instead of leaving the child to Fate, takes him to hospital. She 
becomes critical of the story she has heard many times-"How You Were Left to Your 
Fate" (Ali 95). She becomes angry with her mother-"A mother who did nothing to save 
her own child!" (95). She realizes that if she "had not brought the baby to the hospital at 
once, he would have died" (95). She also saves some money and plans to send it to her 
sister through Sonali Bank by herself without letting her husband know about it. The 
woman, who loses her way in the beginning of the novel, learns to take small decisions 
and execute them. 
Although Nazneen realizes her potential to use agency, she cannot exercise it 
fully until her subjectivity receives the next shock from her encounter with Karim. 
Despite being in London, Nazneen' s  personal sphere does not widen much; she feels 
trapped within her flat in Tower Hamlets. Ali points to this feeling ofNazneen when she 
writes, "She looked and she saw that she was trapped inside this body, inside this room, 
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inside this flat, inside this concrete slab of entombed humanity" (50). Elizabeth Jackson 
recognizes the spatial dimension ofNazneen's  experience when she argues that "the 
material contents and physical attributes of this domestic interior ... constitute ... 
Nazneen' s  world, and her neighborhood seems to have an invisible boundary which she 
rarely crosses because the world outside this boundary is so alien to her" (65). Her daily 
life inside the flat consists of cooking food, saying prayers, reciting the holy Quran, 
taking care of her husband and children, sewing, and gossiping with other Bangladeshi 
women. Her subjectivity is still governed by Bangladeshi culture and tradition, which is 
evident from her conversation with Razia regarding working in the factory. When Razia 
tells her that she has talked to Jorina about a job in the factory, Nazneen responds, "Mrs. 
Islam says Jorina has been shamed .... Jorina has brought shame on them all" (Ali 66). 
In response to Razia' s retort, "Is that what Mrs. Islam says? Let her say what she likes, it 
will not stop me," Nazneen asks, "What about the community? She will not be the only 
one" (66). This conversation reveals Nazneen's  anxiety about others' opinions regarding 
what one does and her embarrassment to go against tradition. In other words, the space 
Nazneen inhabits is guarded by her home culture, and since she has never dared to face 
other cultures by herself, her conservative private space remains intact. But when Karim 
appears at her door with his western style of dress, a different way of speaking, and self­
assurance, he brings with him into her home the alien culture, from which she has kept 
aloof. Now she is forced to face an alien culture, and consequently the calm of her private 
space is disturbed. 
Never before has anybody encroached upon Nazneen' s  private space; her 
boundaries have never been put to test. But the arrival of Karim shakes the very ground 
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of her conservative domestic sphere which turns into a contesting ground of cultures. 
Karim's self-assurance, the movement of his body, and style of speaking overwhelm 
Nazneen so much that she feels strong desire for him. When Karim says his prayer in 
Nazneen' s  flat, her "blood pound[s] in her heart and she trembles" ( 1 69), but she cannot 
manifest her desire physically because a border exists between them. Borders, A vtar Brah 
argues, are "dividing lines that are simultaneously social, cultural and psychic; territories 
to be patrolled against those whom they construct as outsiders, aliens, the Others; forms 
of demarcation where the very act of prohibition inscribes transgression" ( 1 98). Karim, to 
Nazneen, is "an unrelated man" (Ali 169), the outsider against whom her private space 
has to be protected; she must not transgress the border of religious customs. Since it is 
prohibited for a woman to pray with a stranger, "[s]he would pray later" ( 1 69). In this 
encounter, she fails to initiate the actions that would restructure her space upon which a 
new identity could be built. Ali represents Nazneen's psychological state through her 
confusion about what to do with the tea: "Would they drink standing up in the kitchen? 
Would she invite him to sit down with her in the other room? How would that seem? 
Would it be better to have him sit, while she continued to work?" ( 1 68). For the time 
being, she fails to cross the social, psychological, religious, and cultural borders between 
Karim and her. 
Nazneen' s  initial failure to cross the border does not necessarily signify her 
inability to create a new space and a new identity using her agency. What is required is an 
impetus and what can be a better impetus than her movement in diaspora? After some 
time of vacillation about whether or not to go to Karim's  meeting, she decides to attend 
it, and when she goes there, Nanzeen notices two girls wearing hijab entering the building 
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and proceeding to the front row without any sign of hesitancy. She also observes that the 
room is inhabited by "[ m]ostly young men, jeans and trainers, a few kurtas, a handful of 
girls in hijab" (Ali 1 7 1 ). One of the girls in hijab, keeping pace with men, suggests a 
name for the organization, and later, the girls shout for "Women' s  rights" and "Sex 
education for girls" ( 1 73). The place turns into a hybrid space where the girls have as 
much autonomy as the boys. When there is "a general, murmured agreement," Nazneen 
finds "herself j oining in" ( 1 72); in other words, she becomes a part of that hybrid space, 
which provides even women with the opportunity to exercise their agency. She uses her 
agency by voting for Karim, which makes him the Chairman of the "Bengal Tigers" by 
the margin of one vote. Nazneen's  awareness of the impact of her vote as making the 
difference becomes a turning point in the development of her self. The narrator vividly 
describes the importance of this moment in her life: "I have given him victory, thought 
Nazneen. She felt it a momentous thing. By raising her hand, or not raising it, she could 
alter the course of events, of affairs in the world of which she knew nothing" ( 1 75). 
Nazneen' s  experience in the meeting of the "Bengal Tigers" makes her realize that space 
is not fixed, but rather "open and indefinite with respect to future formations" (Low 26). 
She starts restructuring her personal space in relation to Karim, where no border exists 
and asserts her identity as an autonomous agent in the reformed space by having sex with 
Karim, who is no longer a stranger in her newly constructed space. 
While discussing the duality of space, Martina Low points that spaces are not only 
created by action but they also guide action (40). Nazneen' s  action or desire to act is also 
governed by specific space. In her imagination the glass palaces on Bishopsgate, 
possibly frequented by English women, elicit specific responses. She feels strong desire 
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to change her clothes because change of attire, she thinks, would change her "entire life" 
(Ali 201 ). She imagines that if she dresses like English women, she would be able to 
"walk around the glass palaces," or "roam the streets fearless and proud", or "skate 
through life" (20 1 ). Significantly, her dream reflects an urge to move-to walk, to roam, 
and to skate. It is through her movement in different parts in the East End of London that 
she has come across the get-up and attitude of British women, which has encouraged her 
to assume different identities. Physical spaces and her movement through diaspora 
together impact her subjectivity and make her desirous of changing her life. 
According to Low, "spaces are relational orderings of people (living entities) and 
social goods" (Low 3 8), and hence, change itself in the ordering of people or goods can 
create a different space and elicit a different response from an individual. As discussed, 
Nazneen' s  home has been a symbol of her private space, but when Mrs. Islam and her 
sons come to her home and bully her for money, the ordering in her domestic space is 
disrupted, that she cannot let happen. Although Karim' s  visit disturbed her private space 
earlier, Karim was a passive intruder, and hence, Nazneen had to negotiate with herself in 
order to adjust her space. Until now, she has used her agency privately to overcome her 
inward hesitancy and to reconstruct her homegrown space, but now, with the arrival of 
Mrs. Islam and her sons, she has to guard her personal space against active intruders; for 
the first time she faces the challenge of defying others' authority and asserting her own 
will. Her home becomes a site of struggle for authority, which requires her to further 
assert her heretofore underdeveloped agency. She does wield her agency when, drawing 
courage, she declares, "We paid what we owed . .. .  We paid at least three hundred 
pounds on top of that. I am not going to pay any more . . .  riba" (Ali 33 1 ) . Nazneen 
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confronts the male dominated space when, in response to Son Number One's  threat, "I 'm 
going to break . . .  ," she shouts "My arm . . . .  Break my arm. Break them both" (332) and 
stretches her arms out. Standing the ground when her home is threatened, prepares her to 
further exert her autonomy in future. 
This dynamic structuring and restructuring her domestic space and the subsequent 
shaping of her identity embolden Nazneen as she takes steps beyond the confines of her 
home. On her way to the tube station at Whitechapel, she finds Fanu Rahman, the fifth 
son of Nazma, misbehaving with an older boy shirking school . She asserts her authority 
and orders the boy, "Get yourself off to school this second" (Ali 334). On the platform, 
she sees a woman "in high-heeled boots and jeans, a denim jacket pegged on her fingers 
and slung over her shoulder" (334) walking towards a bench. To Nazneen, the woman's 
"footsteps r[i]ng like declarations" (334).  The woman' s bodily movement and self­
assurance provoke a new direction of thought. The narrator peeps into Nazneen' s  mind 
and vividly traces her response: "The way the woman walked was fascinating. Nazneen 
watched her and stepped as she stepped. How much could it say? One step in front of the 
other. Could it say, I am this and I am not this? Could a walk tell lies? Could it change 
you?" (334). The impact of seeing this woman just before Nazneen's meeting with Karim 
is manifested in Nazneen' s  modeling the woman' s steps, which suggests that far from 
being resistant to the new culture, Nazneen is ready to appropriate what she needs or 
admires and to adapt it to suit her purpose. She realizes that a woman, whether English or 
Bangladeshi, can express her individuality, personality, and autonomy not only at home 
but also in the wider world. 
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Nazneen' s  encounter with this woman at the station strengthens and inspires her 
mind. When she gets down from the train at King' s  Cross station intending to take the 
Piccadilly Line, she gets lost and "walk[s] for miles" (Ali 334) to get to the exact place. 
This experience reminds the reader of her first coming out of home by herself in the East 
End when she loses her way and seeks help from others; but at this point in the narrative, 
she draws upon her inner strength, controls her tears, and eventually finds the right 
platform on her own. This turn of events marks a development in Nazneen' s  selfhood and 
directly reflects her experience in diaspora. Nazneen' s encounter with the woman at 
Whitechapel station and her success in dealing with her personal crisis at King's Cross 
station develop in her the ability to examine other people.  In the train, she starts thinking 
about Karim-his style of dress, way of speaking, knowledge of the world, and his status 
in relation to Bangladesh and England. All of a sudden, Karim' s true nature dawns on 
her. She realizes that "Karim was born a foreigner" (335),  and hence, quite naturally, he 
stammers while speaking in Bengali. She further recognizes that "[ s ]he saw only what 
she wanted to see. Karim did not have his place in the world" (335) .  Thus, Nazneen' s  
encounter with spaces during her movement from the East End to the West End of 
London enables her to understand people.  
Nazneen' s  movement in Covent Garden contributes to the further acclimatization 
of her self in diaspora. Before venturing out to Covent Garden, all ofNazneen' s 
movements were within the limits of Tower Hamlets. Therefore, her journey to the West 
End takes her well out of her comfort zone. Ali underscores Nazneen' s  heightened 
awareness as she moves in this new place by focusing on her attention to the physical 
elements of the space-a clothes shop, a burger van, cars on the road, and a statue on a 
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plinth. Gradually, Nazneen begins to conceive of the space in terms of living entities-a 
gaggle of girls walking "with their arms folded beneath their breasts, clutching their 
purses and cackling at each other" (Ali 335), and the coming out of two men from a pub. 
But when she meets Karim, walks around this place, watches the circus, and goes to a 
restaurant, this very space turns into what Lefebvre calls a "lived" space (39). Since space 
"also serves as a tool of thought and action" (26), the West End of London becomes 
instrumental in Nazneen' s decision to not marry Karim, a crucial decision in her life. In 
her long journey from the East End to the West End of London, she has developed 
confidence in herself, which enables her to boldly say to Karim, "I don't want to marry 
you" (Ali 337), whereupon, she appropriates the space in the restaurant and reversing the 
gender hierarchy that privileges male authority and desire, she commands Karim to "[ s ]it 
up straight" because she is not "part of the show" (33 8). 
Ali minutely describes Nazneen' s  observations at Covent Garden to show how 
she is influenced by these unfamiliar surroundings. She intently watches the activities of 
the waitress-how dexterously she "stack[s] cups on top of the plate," "wipe[s] the 
surface in long smooth strokes," and rolls a pen "between her thumb and forefinger" (Ali 
339) while talking to a customer. Then she concentrates on the hands of the woman; she 
is impressed with the waitress' s fingers and nails; she feels that the "blue-green veins" on 
the hands of the waitress stand up "proud" (339). The waitress in the restaurant, by 
contrast, makes Nazneen aware of herself, her situation in the society, and others' views 
about her: "How did Karim see her? The real thing, he'd  said. She was his real thing. A 
Bengali wife. A Bengali mother. An idea of home. An idea of himself that he found in 
her" (339). Nazneen becomes aware not only of others' opinions about her but also of her 
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own judgement of other people . She reconsiders her so long held notion of Karim and 
finds loopholes in the image of the man she formed early: "How had she made him? She 
did not know. She had patched him together, working in the dark. She had made a quilt 
out of pieces of silk, scraps of velvet, and now that she held it up to the light the stitches 
showed up large and crude, and they cut across everything" (339). This awareness of 
herself and others deepens her psychological development. She discerns why she cannot 
marry Karim; the nature of their relation becomes clear to her. She explains to her lover: 
"But always there was a problem between us . . . .  I wasn't me, and you weren't you. 
From the very beginning to the very end, we didn't see things" (339) .  
The narrative underlines the power ofNazneen' s  refusal of Karim in England by 
contrasting it with her sister' s lowly response to Ahmed' s  marriage proposal in 
Bangladesh. After being sacked from the garment factory and turning into a prostitute, 
when Hasina receives a marriage proposal from Ahmed, she expresses her unworthiness 
to be his wife. She says, "I am a low woman. I am nothing. I have nothing. I am all that I 
have. I can give you nothing" (Ali 1 2 1  ) .  This seems to be the voice of a morally and 
psychologically crushed woman. While Nazneen points to the shortcomings in both her 
and her lover that create obstacle to their marriage, Hasina takes all the blame on herself 
and presents herself as unworthy of getting married. She fails to take into consideration 
how she has been victimized by others and the society; she does not have the courage to 
identify others' flaws. Hasina, who by choosing her own husband, initially shows the 
promise to be an independent woman, loses her autonomy in her home country, whereas 
Nazneen' s  encounters with different places and cultures in diaspora challenge her 
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subjectivity and force her to forge it differently, which results in the emergence of an 
autonomous agent in England. 
With the passage of time, Nazneen' s  mobility in diaspora increases, which 
contributes to the enhancement of her agency as well. Her ability to exert agency and 
adapt herself to different places is put to test when, just before taking the most crucial 
decision of her life, she comes out of her flat and traverses street after street to find her 
daughter, Shahana, who is supposed to have run away from home. The narrator lists the 
names of the streets she moves through: Cannon Street, Bethnal Green Road, Vallance 
Road, New Road, Cable Street, Commercial Road, Osborn Street, and Whitechapel Road. 
These places no longer seem alien to Nazneen, because in the course of her sojourn in 
Tower Hamlets, she has responded to the demand of the situations and made these places 
her own by constructing spatially oriented selves to suit her purposes in each place. When 
she tries to go to Shalimar Cafe through a particular street and a policeman obstructs her, 
Nazneen, instead of being daunted, questions his authority and thus, exercises her own 
autonomy. She asks "why I can't go through?" (Ali 35 1 ). A woman, who once only 
"could say two things in English: sorry and thank you" (7), now creates a linguistic space 
and challenges the authority of the police. Her confrontation with the policeman stands in 
stark contrast with her previous subservient attitude towards her father and husband. 
Once when Chanu calls her "an unspoilt girl ... [f]rom the village" (9) and gives a 
physical description of hers to one of his friends as if she were a commodity, Nazneen 
listens silently and passively, but now she asserts her individuality and asks the 
policeman for explanations. Later, when she is caught up in a fight, she does not lose her 
presence of mind, but rather becomes authoritative, pulls the arms of the multicultural 
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liaison officer of Bengal Tigers, and orders him to run. In her interaction with the liaison 
officer, Nazneen transforms the space into a third space of her own where she can shape 
her self as an authoritative agent. Her fearless movement and interactions with people in 
her attempt to find Shahana suggests a growing sense of self-assurance and awareness of 
responsibilities; she learns to take the responsibility not only for herself but also for 
others. Her experiences at different places in diaspora gained through an increasing 
expansion of her mobility have had a corresponding effect upon her subjectivity in that 
she no longer believes in the principle drilled into her as a young woman in Bangladesh: 
"since nothing could be changed, everything had to be borne" (4). Nazneen has accepted 
the challenge to change her fate, to make her life of her own. Her metamorphosis is 
complete when, in response to Chanu's decision to go back to Bangladesh, she says, "I 
can't go with you" (35 8) .  
Nazneen' s  mobility in  England enables her to develop adaptability to the new 
culture and place. Proshansky, Fabian, and Kaminoff maintains that "[ s ]pecialized skills 
evolve from the physical world socialization of the person particularly as he or she learns 
the space and behavior norms for such critical person/physical setting relationships as 
privacy, territoriality, personal space, crowding, and others" (7 1 ) . Nazneen' s 
acquaintance with specific physical settings in England such as the pub, the restaurant, 
the shops in Tower Hamlets, and the tube station at Whitechapel helps her acquire the 
ability to appropriate places and respond to them accordingly. She learns how to deal 
with people in different situations, which plays a vital role in her crucial decisions. 
Nazneen' s  movements in the process of constructing a new individual identity in 
diaspora are governed by social, cultural, ethnic, economic, and psychological factors. 
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With regard to the relationship among characters' movements, their autonomy, and 
external factors, Beck remarks: 
. . .  if characters move from one place to another, it is . . .  worth asking 
what their choices are-can they deliberately choose the places they go to 
and the means of transport they use (and if so, what are the reasons for 
their choices?), or are they socially or financially constrained from 
movement or forced to change places? The central question of course is 
how then these possible freedoms or restriction can be linked back to 
categories like gender, class, ethnicity or sexuality. ( 1 1 1 ) 
Nazneen basically moves within the East End of London, which is dominated by 
Bangladeshi immigrants. Being a Bangladeshi majority area, the East End has cultural 
similarity to Bangladesh. Therefore, Nazneen' s  wandering through different streets in 
East London may be caused by a strong desire to keep in close proximity to her own 
ethnic group and culture that might provide her with a sense of security initially. 
Moreover, her choice is also controlled by her lack of education and economic condition. 
As a timid, illiterate woman from Bangladesh, she cannot communicate with others in 
English, which creates a barrier for her to go beyond her community and mix with others. 
However, with the growth of her agency, she develops adaptability and crosses the 
boundary of her safe zone. Her going to Covent Garden, a posh area in the West End of 
London, gestures towards the immigrant' s  increased mobility and the desire to cope with 
the mainstream culture, which result from a change in the subjectivity of the immigrant 
brought about by their encounter with different places in diaspora. 
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Ali emphasizes the role of diaspora in the construction of new identity by 
juxtaposing Nazneen' s  success in England and her sister' s failure in Bangladesh. Like 
Nazneen, her sister, Hasina, also moves through different spaces in Bangladesh, but she 
fails to reshape her selfhood in the absence of cultural confrontation. In every place 
where Hasina goes, she encounters similar psychological as well as geographical 
conditions and the continually reinforced gender hierarchy in which women submit to 
men. Although initially Hasina evinces her potential to assert herself by eloping with her 
lover, in the course of the novel her spirit is crushed into the mold she cannot escape. 
Unlike Nazneen, everywhere she finds men dominating and women passively 
surrendering to male domination. On her way back from the garment factory to home 
when some men tease her and other factory girls, none of them resist; when she is sacked 
from the job on a false accusation of lewd behavior, she dare not challenge the Manager; 
her friend Monju becomes a victim of acid violence by her (Monju's) husband. Hasina 
does not have a precedent of female autonomy or female resistance of patriarchy before 
her that she could emulate; therefore, she holds the traditional view of women' s 
happiness gained through marriage. For lack of exposure to alternative ways of being, 
Hasina accedes to marriage proposals more than once, which marks the end of her 
potential . Her confusion, sheer frustration, and "an impossible helplessness" are 
manifested through "the tentative, broken sentences and grammatical confusion" 
(Hiddleston 63) of her letters. 
While Hasina fails to reshape her subjectivity at home because of the absence of 
cultural difference, diaspora provides Nazneen with the opportunity to encounter 
different cultures in different locations, which contributes to the formation of her new 
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self. She is impressed with the assertiveness and openness of Dr. Azad's  wife who is 
ready to change as per the need of the space she inhabits. While in Bangladesh, she 
"put[ s] on a sari and cover[ s] [her] head" but in England, she "work[ s] with white girls 
and . . .  [is] just one of them" (Ali 78). Listening to Mrs. Azad, Nazneen becomes aware 
of how one could adjust one 's  identity in different places. The actions of Jorina, Razia, 
the girls in Karim' s meeting, and other western girls whom Nazneen encounters in 
different parts of London make her realize her own potential. Moreover, her diasporic 
experiences teach her to adapt her subjectivity in different places depending on the 
demand of the space. Through the parallel stories ofNazneen and Hasina, but different 
outcomes of their experiences, Ali points to the importance of diaspora in the 
construction of new identities. 
Although diaspora can off er new experience and new spaces that can change 
immigrants' subjectivity, through the portrayal of Chanu, Ali suggests that every 
diasporic individual cannot successfully negotiate their identities. Chanu, who has been 
in England for a long time, fails to adjust himself in diaspora. He lives in a dream world; 
in his imagination, Bangladesh "is a mythic place of desire" (Brah 1 92). Consequently, 
when he experiences racism, discrimination, and conflict of cultures in English society, 
he gets frustrated and feels defeated. His disappointment gets expressed in his 
conversation with Mrs. Azad: 
I 'm talking about the clash between Western values and our own. I 'm 
talking about the struggle to assimilate and the need to preserve one's  
identity and heritage. I 'm talking about children who don't know what 
their identity is. I 'm talking about the feelings of alienation engendered by 
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a society where racism is prevalent. I'm talking about the terrific struggle 
to preserve one's  sanity while striving to achieve the best for one's  family. 
(Ali 78) 
Ali does not ignore the problems of the immigrants in diaspora, but what she emphasizes 
is the ability to adjust oneself to different spaces as Dr. Azad' s wife and Nazneen 
successfully do. The original home plays significant role in this regard. "The relationship 
between the past and present," Vijay Agnew argues, "is complex and dynamic, with 
meanings and interpretations that shift with time, place and social context" (3). Chanu's 
relationship with Bangladesh is not bitter; he does not have disturbing memories of home, 
and hence, home is a place of recourse for him. But Nazneen' s  relationship with home 
undergoes changes in the course of her stay in England. She thinks of her childhood, 
parents, sister, aunt, and the village as a whole, which brings a hoard of unpleasant and 
troublesome memories to her mind. Hasina' s  wretched condition in Bangladesh conveyed 
through her letters further aggravates Nazneen' s  relation with home. Home, for Nazneen, 
appears to be a place of failure, oppression, and sufferings. Against this frustrating image 
of Bangladesh, she finds England a place of opportunity and freedom. Nazneen' s  
disillusionment with home makes her remain open to any change in her subjectivity, 
which results into the formation of a new self. 
The woman who, in the beginning, did not have any agency and whose life was 
ruled by fatalism develops autonomy and learns to challenge fate in the end. Michael 
Perfect succinctly comments on Nazneen' s  development in the course of the novel : "By 
the end of the novel, Nazneen has not only discovered a new-found agency but has also 
achieved both self-awareness and an understanding of the society around her, and has 
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begun to forge an economic and social role for herself as  well as  a familial one" ( 1 1 9). 
Her movement within diaspora enables her to encounter different spaces and by 
socializing with those spaces she learns to construct spatial identities. Each spatial 
identity contributes to the formation of the next identity and in this process the final 
identity is formed. She does not stick to her home culture, nor does she assimilate into 
English culture completely, but rather creates a hybrid culture and a hybrid identity, 
which is suggested through her preparation to "skate in a sari" (Ali 369). Nazneen's  self 
is hammered on the anvil of diaspora and a new identity is constructed. 
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Chapter Two 
Spatial Appropriations and Self-construction in White Teeth 
"I AM NOT A WAITER. I HA VE BEEN A STUDENT, A SCIENTIST, A SOLDIER. 
. . .  I AM A MUSLIM . . . .  I AM FORTY-NINE BUT WOMEN STILL TURN IN THE 
STREET." 
(Zadie Smith 49) 
Zadie Smith's  White Teeth, as the epigraph above suggests, presents immigrants' 
resistance to the identity imposed on them by the host country and their extreme desire to 
assert the identities that they think befit them in different spaces in diaspora. Like Monica 
Ali, Smith also points to the construction of spatial identities by the individual in 
diaspora, but unlike Ali ' s, her characters do not build their final identity on the previously 
constructed spatial identities. The characters in White Teeth do not have any final and 
stable self, but rather they continue shaping and reshaping their selfhood in relation to the 
places they traverse. By depicting the movements of her characters during a momentous 
period of decolonization and globalization, and their responses to specific places, Smith 
shows how the place and the individual inform each other and a spatio-temporal identity 
emerges although for the time being. 
The novel depicts the struggle of two diasporic communities-Bangladeshi and 
Jamaican-to negotiate their identities in England. While the characters from Jamaican 
diaspora show less mobility and hence, less ambivalence in their attitude towards cultural 
identity in the host country, the Bangladeshi immigrants evince much more mobility, 
which results in their complex responses to specific spaces with regard to identities. The 
most mobile of Smith's  characters in White Teeth is Samad Iqbal, arguably the 
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protagonist of the novel, who moves across not only cities and countries but also 
continents. According to Vijay Agnew, "identities are . . .  contingent on time, place, and 
social context, and are therefore fluid and unstable" ( 1 2), and we see Smith playing with 
these contingencies as she makes Samad adjust his self with the change of places. He 
assumes new identities in accordance with the spaces he inhabits. Samad's  concern for 
his individual, ethnic, and religious identities and his predicament to negotiate them in 
different spaces form a major part of the novel . During World War II, when Archie calls 
him Sam, Samad violently reacts and retorts, "Don't call me Sam . . .  I 'm not one of your 
English matey-boys. My name is Samad Miah Iqbal. Not Sammy. And not-God 
forbid-Samuel .  It is Samad" (Smith 94). His anxiety about national and religious 
identities is obvious in this remark. Z. Esra Mirze opines that Samad's  response to 
Archie, in this case, springs from his considering "the Anglicization of his name as a 
verbal assault on his identity" ( 1 9 1 ) . He strictly resists the attempt of the English to 
impose an identity on him. 
Although Samad is worried about retaining his identity, he is not very much 
confident about it under the colonial regime; the precarious state of Samad's  selfhood 
gets revealed in his conversation with the English soldiers during the war. He wants to 
"show the English army that the Muslim men of Bengal can fight" (Smith 75). His 
attitude here is a little ambiguous--on the one hand, he tries to assert the ethnic and 
religious identities of a colonized individual, but on the other hand, he intends to prove 
himself to the colonial power. Mirze describes Samad' s  intention of proving his merit to 
the British as an effort to "identify . . .  with the British Empire" and calls it "his colonial 
subjectivity" ( 1 89) .  Although I agree with Mirze that there is a "desire to please the 
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empire" (Mirze 1 98) in Samad's  attitude, I do not attribute this to colonial subjectivity, 
but rather I regard this as a strategy to negotiate identity in a specific space. The 
conversation takes place in a tank nicknamed Churchill inhabited by four other 
Englishmen and commanded by an English Captain. The maj ority of the English people 
in the tank and even the very name, Churchill, itself transform the physical space within 
the tank into an English space where the only non-English person is Samad Iqbal. In 
other words, Samad occupies an unbalanced space and finds himself in the peripheral 
position in Churchill .  " [S]ubjects," as Mary Louise Pratt argues, "are constituted in and 
by their relations to each other" (7). Samad strives to construct his self in relation to the 
British soldiers, but the "radically asymmetrical relations of power" (7) within the tank 
prohibits him from asserting his individuality overtly. Under the circumstances, he 
strategically constructs his identity wrapping it with a sense of duality to adjust to that 
specific space. 
The Bulgarian village bordering Greece and Turkey provides Samad with the 
space that he needs to assert himself resisting British supremacy. The geographical 
location of the village is significant as it lies on the borders of three different countries. 
Turkey is a Muslim country that has a long history of antagonistic relationship with 
Greece; Bulgaria also was under the domination of Turkey during the Ottoman Empire. 
Hence, the village itself, because of its location, turns into a contesting site for cultural 
and political supremacy to Samad. But now, neither a patch of British land nor a part of 
its empire, the village offers a neutral place to both Samad and Archie insofar as it 
provides them with equal opportunity to construct their identities. According to Edward 
Soja, "[p ]ower is ontologically embedded in the center-periphery relation" (3 1 ), but in 
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this village, unlike the tank, no center-periphery relation exists for these two characters. 
Samad being very keen about securing his identity, realizes that " [s]pace is 
simultaneously objective and subjective" ( 45) and hence, available for him to 
appropriate. The arrival of the Russian soldiers creates an opportunity for him to assert 
dominance in this place by virtue of being there before the Russians and he takes the 
opportunity by constructing his identity as Archie' s  superior. Sam.ad's  action during 
World War II symbolically represents the colonial subject 's  struggle for independent 
identity. 
After World War II, Samad comes to England not as a colonial subject but as a 
postcolonial immigrant. With the decolonization of the British Empire, "[a] s London 
transitions from a colonial metropole to a postcolonial cosmopolis, so does Samad have 
to refashion his identity from colonial to postcolonial subjectivity" (Mirze 1 92). Samad 
finds it difficult, even agonizing to reshape his subjectivity in the changed circumstances 
because, unlike the colonial period, now he has to adjust his national, religious, and 
cultural identities in a foreign land and an alien culture. To cope with the challenges he 
experiences as a diasporic individual in England, Samad treats the new place not as 
homogeneous, but rather as heterogeneous and goes on to form his identities in relation to 
specific spaces as are required by them. 
The "school governors' meeting in early July' 84" (Smith 1 06) provides Samad 
with the opportunity to appropriate space and assert his identity. Since the meeting is 
populated by governors from different races, classes, colors, and religions, Samad 
considers it to be a hybrid space within which he must assert his claims. He realizes that 
although students from various cultural and religious backgrounds come to the school, all 
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of  them do not get equal privilege with regard to celebrating their festivals; there i s  a 
tendency to give more privilege to the students coming from a particular religious group. 
The debate on festival and holiday issues turn the governors' meeting into what Pratt 
calls a "contact zone . . .  where disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each 
other, often in highly asymmetrical relations of domination and subordination" ( 4). 
Considering the hybrid nature of the space, Samad revolts against subordination and 
asserts his religious identity by demanding the removal of some festivals from the school 
calendar in order to accommodate Muslim festivals and asking "why must . . .  [his] 
children celebrate [Harvest Festival]?" (Smith 1 08). Samad's  interrogation of the holiday 
schedule corresponds to what Tariq Modood calls "ethnic assertiveness," which is "a 
politics of projecting identities in order to challenge existing power relations; of seeking 
not just toleration for ethnic difference but also public acknowledgement, resources, and 
representation" (67). Since space is "a relational category" (Low 26) that "makes action 
possible and is itself the field of action" (28), Samad creates his space in relation to other 
governors, the school officials, and himself, which, in tum, makes the action of asserting 
his identity possible. 
With regard to the stability of the self and its relation to the surroundings, 
Proshansky, Fabian, and Kaminoff opine that "a person' s  sense of self is not a static one, 
rather it is characterized by growth and change in response to changing physical and 
social world" (59). Samad' s subjectivity in diaspora is also not constant; it undergoes 
adjustments with the change of locations, or rather he adapts it to suit the demand of the 
place he is in. Thus the self he presents in the Palace, a Bangladeshi owned Indian 
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restaurant where he works, drastically differs from the self he presents to Poppy Burt­
Jones, his children' s  English music teacher. 
The restaurant that belongs to one of Samad' s cousins, Ardashir Mukhul, has all 
its employees from either Bangladesh or India. Ardashir tries to give it a 
Bangladeshi/Indian look in his own way using "pink tablecloths, loud music, [and] 
atrocious wallpaper" (Smith 50). The food, the employees, and the decoration within 
create composite South Asian atmosphere in the restaurant. In this South Asian 
environment, Samad identifies himself with his ethnic culture and constructs his self 
accordingly. He feels that he has "been corrupted by England . . .  [his] children . . .  [and] 
wife . . .  too have been corrupted" ( 1 20). Thinking about his drinking and passion for 
Poppy, he finds himself "at a moral crossroads" ( 1 2 1 ) . He condemns Western culture for 
his degeneration and expresses his desire to go back home: "I don't wish to be a modem 
man! I wish to live as I was always meant to ! I wish to return to the East" ( 1 2 1 ) .  His self 
and the setting in the Palace correspond to each other. 
Although Samad is concerned about his ethnic and religious identities in the 
Palace, and criticizes Western ways of life, with regard to Poppy, he suppresses his 
traditional Bangladeshi Muslim identity, assumes the role of an English lover, and 
indulges in extramarital affair. Poppy's  office is an English space, where there is nothing 
to remind Samad of his cultural and religious identities. Moreover, Poppy points out to 
Samad that the people in Western society do not have any "sense . . .  of abstinence, of 
self-restraint" (Smith 1 33) .  Under the circumstances, Samad adjusts his subjectivity to 
the space and discards his self-control;  he manipulates the situation and kisses Poppy 
assuming the identity of a Western boyfriend. This is not the only occasion or space in 
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which Samad uses what he identifies as  the Western license to  indulge in  inclinations 
prohibited by Islam. His habit of drinking and not having "any Muslim friends" (Smith 
277) suggest Samad's  ability to create spatial-self in diaspora to meet the demands of the 
space. But his ability to adapt comes with a price. The psychological torment Samad 
undergoes as he negotiates his identity in diaspora manifests itself in his guilt over sexual 
indulgence and his desire to bring up his children according to strict adherence to 
Bangladeshi and Islamic cultures. 
While moving through different spaces in diaspora, sometimes Samad claims 
physical space depending on the nature of the place and attempts to construct his identity 
there resisting the stereotypical view of the colonial power. He realizes that O'Connell ' s, 
an Irish poolroom transformed into a cafe by a Middle Eastern man, is a neutral place for 
both him and Archie in the sense that this is neither a Bangladeshi nor an English cafe. 
He sees an opportunity to establish his claim to that place by having the portrait of his 
great grandfather, Mangal Pande, hung on one of its walls. As a result, for Samad, 
O'Connell ' s  turns into what Lefebvre calls "representational space," a space that is 
"directly lived through its associated images and symbols" (39). The portrait of Mangal 
Pande serves as a symbol of rebellion and transforms the neutral cafe into a place of 
resistance for one of his postcolonial descendents. 
Since representational spaces or "lived spaces of representation are . . .  the terrain 
of 'counterspaces, ' spaces of resistance to the dominant order" (Soja  68), 0 'Connell ' s 
provides Samad with the ground to challenge the English view about the identity of his 
great grandfather. He attempts to construct his historical identity anew by rewriting the 
history of Mangal Pande, a leader who died resisting the British, but O'Connell ' s  being a 
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neutral space, Archie does not want to let it happen and persists in holding onto the 
"British scholarship [about Pantle] from 1 857 to the present day" (Smith 208). Pande's  
identity thus becomes the ground for contention in  this neutral space that allows Samad to 
construct a counter narrative to the dominant colonial view as articulated by Archie. 
The British version of history describes Pande as "a drunken fool," who being 
"half drunk with bhang, and wholly drunk with religious fanaticism . . .  shoot[ s] at his 
lieutenant and misse[s] him" (Smith 2 1 1 - 1 2) during the 1 857  Indian uprising. In 
response, when Captain Hearsay and his son rush forward with their arms "prepared to 
die for their country" (2 1 2), Pande shoots himself, but again misses. Later, he is brought 
to trial, found guilty, and is executed. The OED has an entry on Pandy with the following 
definitions: "l Any sepoy who revolted in the Indian Mutiny of 1 857-9 2 Any mutineer 
or traitor 3 Any fool or coward in a military situation" (209). Samad counters this British 
scholarship by taking recourse to the research conducted by an Indian scholar A. S .  
Misra. Samad believes Pande to be a patriot, a hero who "sacrifice[ s]  his life in the name 
of justice for India, not because he [i]s intoxicated or insane" (2 1 3) .  He regards British 
official history of Pande as "anti-Pande propaganda" (2 1 3) and a distorted account of 
facts, but Archie finds the Western version more convincing. To Archie, "Pande's only 
claim to fame . . .  [is] his etymological gift to the English language by way of the word 
'Pandy"' (209) . Since Pande has negative connotations in Western culture, if Archie were 
in Samad's  position, he would "start playing down the family connection, rather than 
bending everybody' s  ear twenty-four hours a bloody day" (209), but for Samad, Pande is 
a mutineer and he feels proud of being a descendant of such a hero. Samad' s struggle for 
space and identity in O'Connell ' s  accords with Roger Bromley' s  observation about the 
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diasporic individual' s  effort to negotiate identity: "displacement and migration have led 
to a struggle for space where identity is endlessly constructed, and deconstructed, across 
difference and against set inside/outside oppositions" (5). Despite being an immigrant 
from a formerly colonized country, Samad "has an excellent mind, a superb command of 
the English language, an education and aspirations"(Gustar 334), but in diaspora his 
identity is a mere waiter in an Indian restaurant. By deconstructing Mangal Pande' s  
identity, Samad actually tries to construct his own in diaspora, whereas Archie, holding 
onto the Western view of Pantle, tries to reinforce the stereotypical identity of the former 
colonial subject. 
Samad is not the only character who responds to each move-whether across the 
city, across the country, or across the continent-by strategically constructing his 
identity. Such character shifts according to specific locations are evident in other 
characters as well and notably in the second generation of immigrants in the novel. 
However, for the second generation immigrants, negotiating identity is much more 
difficult because their subjectivity is made up of the elements of their parents' culture and 
the host culture that are in constant struggle to get the upper hand. For the second 
generation immigrants, the concepts of home culture and host culture are difficult to 
define since they are born and brought up amidst both the cultures. For convenience, I 
will use the term "home/native culture" to refer to the culture of their parents' homeland, 
and "host culture" to refer to the culture of the country where they are now. 
Being in-between the native culture and the host culture, the children of the 
immigrants develop what Bhabha calls "cultural hybridity" (Location 5) .  Fernando Ortiz 
tries to explain the nature of this cultural hybridity by using an analogy between the 
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intermixture of cultures and biological reproduction. He observes, ''the result of every 
union of cultures is similar to that of the reproductive process between individuals: the 
offspring always has something of both parents but is always different from each of 
them" ( 1 03).  The attitudes, ways of speaking, lifestyle, and getup of Millat--the second 
son of Samad--and his gang perfectly correspond to the hybrid culture of the second 
generation immigrants in diaspora. Because of their peculiarities, Millat and his crew are 
called Raggastani. Smith minutely describes the traits of this group: 
It was a new breed, just recently joining the ranks of the other street 
crews : Becks, B-boys, Indie kids, . . .  Nation Brothers, Raggas, and Pak.is; 
manifesting itself as a kind of cultural mongrel of the last three categories. 
Raggastanis spoke a strange mix of Jamaican patois, Bengali, Gujarati, 
and English. Their ethos . . .  was equally a hybrid thing: Allah featured, 
but more as a collective big brother than a supreme being, . . .  kung fu and 
the works of Bruce Lee were also central to the philosophy . . . .  They each 
dripped gold and wore bandanas . . .  the left leg [of their trousers was] 
always inexplicably rolled up to the knee . . .  baseball caps were 
compulsory . . .  they walked in a very particular way, the left side of their 
bodies assuming a kind of loose paralysis that needed carrying along by 
the right side . . . .  ( 1 93)  
However, the second generation immigrants do not bear their hybrid identity everywhere; 
depending upon the place and the situation, they reconstruct their identity by drawing on 
either their home culture or the host culture. Millat 's  reaction to Salman Rushdie ' s  book, 
The Satanic Verses, is an indication of how place and subjectivity inform each other. 
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Millat, who has not read the book or does not know what it i s  about, goes to Bradford, 
one of the largest Muslim populated areas in England, in order to participate in the 
demonstration against the writer and to burn the book as a sign of protest. Personally, he 
is not very much concerned about his religious identity, but when he realizes that 
Muslims are gathering in Bradford, the place becomes a space of resistance and draws 
him. Once in Bradford, in the company of other Muslim protesters, Millat gives up his 
hybrid self and assumes Muslim identity at least for the time being. 
On the other hand, when he is in an English setting, Millat fashions his self to 
meet the demand of the environment. In a bookshop, he draws on his English cultural 
elements and expresses his politeness by saying "thank you" to the saleswoman a number 
of times during the transaction. Samad gets angry with Millat 's  attitude and remarks, 
"How many times . . .  is it necessary to say thank you in a single transaction? Thank you 
when you hand the book over, thank you when she receives it, thank you when she tells 
you the price, thank you when you sign the check, thank you when she takes it !"  (Smith 
29 1 -92). In the English bookshop, Millat tries his best to conform to the English culture 
even though, from Samad's  perspective, his behavior is tantamount to "arrogance" (292). 
Millat' s strategy to deal with the Chalfens at their house points to his ability to 
appropriate space and construct his self accordingly. His first encounter with the Chalfen 
family makes him aware of his situation in England. In response to Joyce' s  question, 
"Where are you from . . .  ?," when Millat replies "Willesden," Joyce asks, "Yes, yes, of 
course, but where originally?" (Smith 265). He realizes that he has already been othered 
by the English family; although he was born and brought up in England, he is not 
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considered English. Avtar Brah' s observation about the state of the immigrants in the 
metropolis illuminates Millat' s condition in the Chalfen family. Brah observes: 
According to racialised imagination, the former colonial Natives and their 
descendants settled in Britain are not British precisely because they are not 
seen as being native to Britain: they can be ' in' Britain but not ' of Britain. 
The term 'native' is now turned on its head. Whereas in the colonies the 
' colonial Native' was inferiorised, in Britain the 'metropolitan Native' is 
constructed as superior. That is, nativist discourse is mobilized in both 
cases, but with opposite evaluation of the group constructed as the 'native. 
( 1 9 1 )  
Through the query o f  Joyce Chalfen and the silent approval o f  the other members of the 
family, Smith alludes to the hegemonic outlook prevalent in the English society even 
after the decolonization of the British Empire. While discussing the function and purpose 
of hegemonic power, Soja  maintains, 
Hegemonic power . . .  does not merely manipulate naively given 
differences between individuals and social groups, it actively produces 
and reproduces difference as a key strategy to create and maintain modes 
of social and spatial division that are advantageous to its continued 
empowerment and authority . . . .  [It] universalizes and contains difference 
in real and imagined spaces and places. (87) 
Social difference between the Iqbal family and the Chalfen family is visible from the 
materialistic achievement of both the families, but spatial division is artificially created 
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by the so called metropolitan native. The roots of the Chalfens, like Millat, also belong to 
other countries--Germany and Poland. In other words, the Chalfens are also the 
descendants of immigrants in England. Both the Chalfens and Millat were born and 
brought up in Britain; the only difference is that the former are the third generation 
immigrants, whereas the latter is the second generation immigrants. Both the families live 
in Willesden. Therefore, from spatial perspective, there is no real difference between the 
Chalfens and Millat, but the descendants of the European immigrants tend to create a 
binary between themselves and the immigrants from formerly colonized countries and 
thus perpetuate the stereotypical view of the former' s  superiority over the latter. Millat, 
the second generation immigrant from a formerly colonized country, challenges this 
attitude and ignoring both the home and the host cultures, attempts to construct an 
identity of his own within that particular space. 
Soja, in Thirdspace, discusses how those living under hegemonic power can deal 
with the asymmetrical power relations : 
Those who are territorially subjugated by the workings of hegemonic 
power have two inherent choices :  either accept their imposed 
differentiation and division, making the best of it; or mobilize to resist, 
drawing upon their putative positioning, their assigned "otherness," to 
struggle against this power-filled imposition. These choices are inherently 
spatial responses, individual and collective reactions to the ordered 
workings of power in perceived, conceived, and lived spaces. (87) 
Millat chooses the second option; he revolts against the imaginary and irrational division 
of space. In his encounter with the Chalfens at their home, Millat transforms the Chalfen 
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space into Thirdspace and shapes his personality in the same fashion. When despite 
Millat' s reply that he is from Willesden, Joyce Chalfen asks where he is originally form, 
Millat says "You are meaning where from am I originally" (Smith 265). His not 
conforming to the standard structure of the English language indicates his revolt against 
the hegemony in diaspora; he creates a space of his own where his grammatically 
inaccurate language fits in. He is well aware of the tension that goes on in that space 
between Joyce and himself, and hence, to respond to the question where he is originally 
from, he says "Whitechapel . . .  [ v ] ia the Royal London Hospital and the 207 bus" (265). 
He does not let Joyce have the satisfaction of proving him an immigrant, an other, by 
telling her the name of his parents' homeland because he thinks that England is his 
homeland. The contested space in Chalfen' s  house demands him to assert his national 
identity as a British native rather than a Bangladeshi immigrant and he does so by 
claiming Whitechapel, an English district, as the place of his origin. 
In the process of constructing his identity with regard to the Chalfen household, 
Millat also claims a place for him in the family. Once being angry with Samad, he comes 
to Chalfens' house and tells Joyce, "I ' ll need somewhere to stay for a bit" (Smith 277). 
Later, with the approval of Joyce, he starts living in the Chalfen household. Thus, he 
appropriates physical space, but now, instead of conforming either to Bangladeshi culture 
or English culture, he manifests his raggastani cultural identity there by " turning up 
uninvited on a Sunday night, off his face, bringing round girls, smoking weed all over the 
house, drinking their 1 964 Dom Perignon on the sly, pissing on the rose garden, holding a 
KEVIN meeting . . .  telling Marcus he was queer, threatening to castrate Joshua, calling 
Oscar . . .  shit, accusing Joyce of . . .  being a maniac" (278) .  He seems to challenge the 
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self-complacency of the Chalfens by not falling in line with the English culture nor by 
conforming to the stereotypical portrayal of the immigrants. 
Millat is not the only second-generation character who transforms space into 
terrain of resistance and constructs his identity on it. Neena, Millat' s cousin, also 
appropriates space and asserts her individual identity subverting the western view of the 
formerly colonized people and their descendents. When Neena goes to Joshua' s house to 
see how Millat and Irie live there, she realizes the derogatory attitude of Marcus and 
Joyce towards her because of her non-European origin, which makes her construct her 
selfhood for that specific place. When Joyce says, "it ' s  great to have another Iqbal round 
the table, isn't it, Josh?" (Smith 289), Neena violently repudiates Joyce' s  assumption and 
asserts her individuality by declaring "I'm a Begum, not an Iqbal" (290) . Then Neena has 
to counter Marcus' s  attempt to perpetuate the colonial binarism when he associates a 
South Asian woman with sensuality and a European man with intellect. He remarks, "a 
Chelfen man and an Iqbal woman would be a hell of a mix . . . .  You'd give us sex and 
we'd give you sensibility" (290) . He further imposes cliched identity on Neena' s family 
when he says, "Funny thing about your family: first generation are all loony tunes, but 
the second generation have got heads just about straight on their shoulders" (290). Neena 
defies Marcus' s attempt to designate her family as the other by declaring, "no one calls 
my family loony, OK? Even if they are. I 'll call them loony" (290). She renounces the 
stereotypical identity imposed on them by the host country and reclaims her rights to 
identify themselves. 
According to Martina Low, "spaces are not only the point of reference for action 
or the product of action but, as institutions, also structure action" (33) .  The Chalfen 
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house, for Neena, turns into an antagonistic space, which in turn, elicits rebellious 
response from her. Finding Marcus' s  attitude much too condescending towards the 
immigrants, she challenges Marcus ' s  own identity and questions his self-assumed 
superiority. When Marcus refers to his superior intellect by saying, "you'd  probably take 
beauty over intellect, I suspect, so there go my chances," Neena replies, "You seem 
awfully certain of your intellect, Mr. Chalfen" (Smith 289). The derogatory attitude of the 
English family at Chalfens' house makes her resist the assault of their labels and 
stereotypes, and stand her ground by creating a space for herself and an identity of her 
own. She not only constructs her own self but also questions the certainty of the 
Chalfens' identity. 
Although the second-generation immigrants shape their selves in relation to the 
place they inhabit, they are not necessarily comfortable in constructing their spatial 
identities; sometimes they are torn between the cultural elements of two different 
cultures, and find it agonizing to assert one identity over the other as exemplified by the 
narrator 's  description of Millat 's  state of being: "Millat was neither one thing nor the 
other, this or that, Muslim or Christian, Englishman or Bengali; he lived for the in 
between" (Smith 29 1 ). According to Bhabha, this in-between state "prevents identities at 
either end of it from settling into primordial polarities" (Location 5) .  Millat also feels the 
pull of both ends and being unable to establish a stable identity, sometimes shapes his self 
in accordance with one end and sometimes the other. In the company of white girls, 
Millat forgets his religious identity, which forbids extramarital sex, and falls in line with 
"the moribund, decadent, degenerate, oversexed, violent . . .  Western capitalist culture" 
(Smith 368), but in the presence of KEVIN, he conforms to the practices of religious 
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devotion and assumes his Muslim identity. Later, when he broods over his relations with 
women, he feels guilty and becomes critical of Western girls' behavior and clothes. He 
ponders his dual identities : "As far back as I can remember, I always wanted to be a 
gangster . . . .  As far back as I can remember, I always wanted to be a Muslim" (368-69) . 
But now seeing these two desires incommensurable, he does not know who or what he is. 
His efforts to concentrate on his prayer but then having sex with Irie on the prayer mat 
manifest his unstable self. Through her portrayal of Millat, Smith points to the ways 
places and contacts produce intense anguish in the second generation immigrants. 
Smith contrasts Millat 's  distressed subjectivity in England with his brother' s  more 
composed self both in Bangladesh and England. Samad sends his eldest son, Magid, to 
Bangladesh so that he will be exposed to a "pure" Islamic devotion. While Magid does 
conform initially to the religious schooling he receives, his childhood attraction to things 
Western and British prove too ingrained to be trained out of him. Smith does not 
elaborate on the development of Magid' s  self; nevertheless, one can assume from 
Samad' s  aspirations in sending him "back home" that, unlike Millat, Magid does not 
have to face conflicting spaces in Bangladesh. Though exposed to a highly religious 
community, Magid soon gravitates towards secular role models. His contact with Sir R.V. 
Saraswati whom Samad calls a "colonial-throwback, English licker-of-behinds" (Smith 
239), his education at Dhaka University, and finally, his correspondence with Marcus 
Chalfen all contribute to his formation of a thoroughly English identity and outlook. In 
diaspora, the borders between spaces blur, which makes the diasporic individual, more 
particularly the second generation immigrants, feel uncertain about their subjectivity as 
manifested in Millat' s character, but in Bangladesh, Magid finds two spaces, religious 
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and secular, clearly demarcated, and hence, he does not have much trouble in choosing 
one. 
Although Smith' s characters from the Caribbean diaspora demonstrate less 
mobility than her South Asian immigrants, even their limited spatial encounters 
contribute to the shaping of their identities. Clara' s mother, Hortense Bowden, who was a 
Jehovah' s  Witness in Jamaica, brings her faith with her in England. All her interactions 
seem to be with the church of the Jehovah' s Witness and its followers, which lessens the 
degree of her encounter with various spaces in diaspora. As a result, her subjectivity does 
not undergo any change, and she retains her religious identity even in her old age. 
However, her daughter, Clara, does not hold on to the religious identity that she brought 
with her from the Caribbean. During her missionary activities in the school and the 
neighborhood, Clara experiences her schoolmates'  and neighbors' antagonistic attitude 
towards her because of her religious faith and practice. She further notices that when her 
dress and behavior conform to those of the others such as Wan-Si, Petronia, and Merlin, 
who do not belong to the church of the Jehovah's  Witness, she is accepted cordially. 
Clara' s experience with her friends brings about the readjustment of her subjectivity, 
which results in the renunciation of her religious identity in New Year' s Eve. After her 
marriage with Archie, the Englishman, she does not worry about identity because her 
home becomes a hybrid space inhabited by the Englishman and the Caribbean woman. 
Smith presents Calra and Archie' s  mixed race daughter, Irie, as trying to negotiate 
her identity in relation to spaces as well .  Irie grows up in a hybrid space constructed by 
her English father and Jamaican mother and shows little concern about identity. Instead, 
her attention to externals such as street advertisements, Millat 's  flirtatious attitude 
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towards the white girls in the school, and a class discussion of Shakespeare' s  sonnet 1 27 
reinforces Western concept of beauty, which then causes her to become dissatisfied with 
her own appearance. What follows is a series of attempts to reshape herself and conform 
to the British environments she enters. She tries to emulate dominant standards of beauty 
by having her hair straightened. While in Chalfens' house, Irie endeavors to form a 
middle/upper middle class English identity by "her attempts to make polite conversation, 
or her studied imitation of Chalfenism" (Smith 278). Irie does not appropriate space, but 
instead, moulds her self in accordance with the space without expressing any internal 
conflict. Perhaps, her upbringing in a hybrid space, endows Irie with the ability to 
negotiate her identity in different spaces with more ease than the psychologically 
tormented Millat. 
Smith does not merely focus on the immigrants' internal appropriation of space, 
but also shows that the diasporic individuals sometimes physically appropriate places in 
the host country that affect the subjectivity of the immigrants frequenting those places. 
Ali, an immigrant from the Middle East, buys an Irish poolroom in the Finchley Road 
and transforms it into a cafe, but the cafe does not have either purely Middle Eastern or 
• 
Western traits; he and his successors turn it into a hybrid place. Ali "registers his business 
name as 'Andrew O 'Connell Yusuf" (Smith 205), which in itself is an indication of 
hybridity. The inside of the cafe testifies to cultural hybridity. There are "the 
reproductions of George Stubb' s  racehorse paintings, the framed fragments of some 
foreign, Eastern script, . . .  an Irish flag and a map of the Arab Emirates knotted together 
and hung from wall to wall, . . .  [and] the life-size cutout of Viv Richards" ( 1 53) .  In the 
room designated for gambling there are a Death table and a Life table for non-religious 
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and religious people respectively. In other words, the Middle Eastern immigrants 
appropriate English space in London and metamorphose it into a hybrid space. When 
diasporic individuals come to this place, they fashion their selves in relation to the nature 
of the space. Since O 'Connell ' s  is a hybrid space, its present owner also assumes a hybrid 
identity by taking a mixed race name Abdul-Mickey. For Samad, this is not an English 
place, and hence is free from English hegemony despite its London location. This felt 
freedom provides the space in which he can rewrite the history of his ancestor Mangal 
Pantle. 
The appropriation of space facilitates the immigrant' s sense of self-assurance and 
authority even over the English. Early in the novel, when Archie tries to gas himself near 
Mo Hussein-Ishmael' s  shop in Cricklewood, Mo treats the Englishman as a trespasser 
and remarks, "No one gasses himself on my property" (Smith 6). He further indirectly 
asserts his religious identity by saying, "If you're going to die round here, my friend, I 'm 
afraid you've got to be thoroughly bled first" (6). As a Muslim butcher, Mo Hussein­
Ishmael ' s manner of slaughtering animals to make them halal contrasts with Western 
methods of meat preparation, which are prohibited in Islam. The specific place informs 
Mo' s  subjectivity which leads him to construct his self in relation to Archie, an English 
Christian. 
Another instance of appropriation of English space is Ardarshir Mukhul' s Indian 
restaurant, The Palace, situated in Leicester Square. Leicester Square being an important 
location for film premieres and theaters in London serves as the symbolic hub of Western 
culture, but Ardarshir appropriates a part of this square and opens an Indian restaurant 
where all the employees come from South Asia. This small Bangladeshi/South Asian 
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place provides the employees with the opportunity to maintain or assert their cultural 
identity amidst Western culture. It is in this place where Samad questions the morality of 
his passion for Poppy Burt-Jones and realizes the corrupting effect of Western culture on 
him. In his encounter with this particular space, Samad's  oriental subjectivity returns and 
he thinks like a devoted Muslim from Bangladesh. 
In White Teeth, Zadie Smith depicts how the immigrants, through their interaction 
with different spaces brought about by their movement in diaspora, construct spatial 
identities which are constantly changing, and sometimes conflicting and disj ointed. While 
discussing the construction of identities in diaspora, Georgiou remarks, "Diasporic 
identities are shaped in different spaces, which are interconnected and sometimes distinct 
and competing" (22) . Smith's  characters appropriate these spaces and form their selves 
accordingly. They inhabit "multi-location[s] within and across territorial, cultural and 
psychic boundaries" (Brah 1 97), which leads them to assume plural identity depending 
on their locations although not without feelings of intense anguish. By pointing to the 
shifting identities of the characters, the novel "continuously interrogates and 
problematises the very notion of a stable and essential identity" (205). It shows how, at 
the crossroads of place, movement, and the diasporic subject, new identities emerge 
although they may not be permanent. 
Chapter Three 
"The Desert of Loneliness": Aslam's  Heterotopia and the 
Negotiation of the Diasporic Self in Maps/or Lost Lovers 
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"As in Lahore, a road in this town is named after Goethe. There is a Park Street here as in 
Calcutta, a Malabar Hill as in Bombay, and a Naag Tolla Hill as in Dhaka . . . .  [T]he men 
who arrived in this town in the 1 950s had re-Christened everything they saw before 
them." 
(Nadeem Aslam 29) 
Whereas Monica Ali ' s  Brick Lane and Zadie Smith' s White Teeth present South 
Asian immigrants in real geographical locations in England, Nadeem Aslam invents a 
fictional town in Britain-Dasht-e-tanhaii-in which Pakistani immigrants endeavor to 
negotiate their diasporic identity. The town of Dasht-e-Tanhaii, which literary means 
"The Desert of Loneliness" (Aslam 29), does not merely serve as the setting of the novel, 
but rather becomes a symbol of all the spaces that immigrants appropriate in order to 
establish home. The encounters of the characters with different spaces within and beyond 
this fictional place in Maps for Lost Lovers affect their subjectivity to such an extent that 
sometimes they restructure their subjectivity and assume different cultural identities in 
the host country. However, all the characters do not reshape their subjectivity in diaspora; 
some of them try to retain their homegrown identity even in the foreign land. The 
difference in the attitudes of the immigrants towards their cultural identity in the host 
country results from different spatial encounters of the diasporic subject both at home and 
in diaspora. 
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As a result of border crossing, whether forced or voluntary, the diasporic people 
find themselves uprooted from home and transplanted in a new land, amidst a new people 
and a new culture which imposes an existential crisis upon them. In diaspora, they 
experience an "estranging sense of . . .  relocation of the home and the world-the 
unhomeliness" (Bhabha, Location 1 3). When they come face to face with a different 
culture in a different place, the equilibrium of their individual as well as collective 
subjectivities formed elsewhere is challenged and disrupted. In Nadeem Aslam's Maps 
for Lost Lovers, the Pakistani Muslim immigrants, whose individual and social lives were 
guided predominantly by religion back at home, face an ontological problem when, 
crossing the border, they come to Britain and encounter the secular Western culture there; 
their subjectivity shaped in their homeland is threatened in diaspora. To deal with this 
crisis, the individuals as well as the diaspora community as a whole devise strategies of 
their own and respond to the predicament accordingly. 
Since "the subjective sense of self is defined and expressed not simply by one's  
relationship to  other people, but also by one's  relationships to  the various physical 
settings that define and structure day-to-day life" (Proshansky, Fabian, and Kaminoff 58), 
the first South Asian immigrants in the novel appropriate physical space in England and 
give it a look that closely resemble the places they come from so that they can retain their 
subjectivity by defining their selves in relation to those physical settings . While 
discussing the basic processes of space construction, Low remarks, " [S]pace is 
constituted by the situating of social goods and people and/or the positioning of primarily 
symbolic markings in order to render ensembles of goods and people recognizable as 
such" (35) .  In the process of appropriating the English space, the immigrants situate 
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social goods and people as per their needs. They give the place a new name, Dasht-e­
Tanhaii ; they also change the English names of the streets and landmarks and name them 
after the places they are from. The immigrants not only change the physical features of 
the place but also introduce their own culture there. The appropriated place along with 
the values, faith, and rituals of the immigrants provides them with the ground from where 
they can assert their home grown cultural identity even in diaspora. 
Dasht-e-Tanhaii can be regarded as a "heterotopia" (Foucault 24) for the 
immigrants, who treat this place as an asylum for the security of their selves in the novel. 
While describing the concept of heterotopia, Foucault remarks: 
There are . . .  probably in every culture, in every civilization, real places­
places that do exist and that are formed in the very founding of society­
which are something like counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted 
utopia in which the real sites . . .  are simultaneously represented, 
contested, and inverted . . . .  I shall call them . . .  heterotopias. (24) 
In the midst of English space, Dasht-e-Tanhaii stands as a counter space in which its 
inhabitants can resist W estem culture. It is not a homogeneous space but rather a 
heterogeneous space where different South Asian cultures sometimes struggle with one 
another to get the upper hand. That said, taken as a whole, Dasht-e-Tanhaii is a South 
Asian space that, like other heterotopias, serves as a sanctuary for the migrants who, 
because of their rare encounter with the English culture, can retain their subjectivity 
unchallenged here. Most of the immigrants in the novel negotiate their identity by taking 
recourse to this heterotopia established by South Asian immigrants in England. 
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The immigrants appropriate Dasht-e-Tanhaii and assert their existence as a 
different social and cultural entity not only to resist the Western culture but also to 
combat the antagonistic attitudes of the English towards the migrants. Aslam foregrounds 
the hostile reception of the immigrants when he writes, "It was 1 978, and the cry in 
Britain was that immigrants should be sent back to the countries they had come from" 
(28). The narrator provides countless examples of racism that persists in the novel ' s  
present. A white passenger insults an immigrant bus driver and says to  him, "Show us 
some respect. This is our country, not yours" ( 1 82). Even prisons are not safe for 
immigrants in England. One of Chanda' s  brothers is beaten by white inmates, and black 
people die in police custody. The English police "are interested in . . .  Pakistanis only 
when there is a chance to prove that . . .  [they] are savages who slaughter . . .  [their] sons 
and daughters, brothers and sisters" (42). For the diasporic people, as Salman Rushdie 
observes, ''the police force represents . . .  [a] colonizing army, . . .  regiments of 
occupation and control" ( 1 32) .  Pointing to the effects of racism on Muslim immigrants in 
diaspora, Haideh Moghissi observes, "In the absence of a rigorously enforced ideal of 
equality that also makes room for cultural diversity, the individual migrant' s 
psychological security and stability become fragile. The sense of insecurity is sometimes 
expressed through hostile reactions to the host country and its social values" (258) .  To 
deal with this sense of insecurity, the immigrants in Maps create their own space based 
on the social and cultural values of their homeland, and thus offer collective resistance to 
the dominant culture and the antagonism prevalent in the host country. The very nature of 
this place makes the migrants shape their subjectivity in opposition to the English space. 
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The negotiation of the Pakistani immigrants' individual identities in Maps is 
closely associated with place and mobility both at home and in Britain. Home, according 
to JanMohamed, provides a person with the "cultural matrix that form[s] . . .  [his/her] 
individual subject" ( 1 0 1 ) . In one 's  home culture, an individual experiences harmony 
"between the collective subject of the original culture and the individual subject" ( 1 0 1 ), 
but any kind of displacement disrupts the harmony, and the displaced person "discover[ s] 
an absolute incompatibility between the realm of totality and the realm of personal 
interiority, of subjectivity" (Said 3 1 2), which, in turn, results in an identity crisis. 
JanMohamed succinctly sums up the situation: "The subjectivity or interiority of the 
immigrant or exile is formed and informed by the 'totality' of her or his 'home' culture. 
When individuals go to a new society, they experience a major gap between the alien 
culture and the self (in)formed elsewhere: collective and individual subjects no longer 
coincide" ( 1 07). Kauk.ab, one of the major characters through whom much of the 
narrative is focalized, undergoes this traumatic experience, a trauma that is aggravated by 
her circumscribed movements and limited encounters with different spaces in Pakistan as 
well as in England. 
Kaukab' s  immobility and confinement to the mosque and home in Pakistan 
contribute to her extreme revulsion to English culture. The root of her insistence on 
Muslim cultural purity and her resistance to any adjustment of identity in diaspora lies in 
the formation of her subjectivity within a particular space in Pakistan. She is "a cleric' s  
daughter-born and brought up in  a mosque all . . .  [her] life" (Aslam 42). The religious 
environment in the family and her surroundings imbued her with Islamic ideology. Her 
internal subjectivity correlated closely to the collective subjectivity of the Muslim society 
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in Pakistan. Although not explicitly stated, it seems that she did not have the opportunity 
nor the desire to look around and interact with other spaces even within her native land, 
which leaves her unaware of other possibilities. But once she crosses the border and 
enters England, she finds herself in a new place and a new culture that conflict with what 
she has known; she experiences "a rupture between . . .  [her] individual and [British] 
collective subjectivities" (JanMohamed 1 0 1 ) . Consequently, she creates a space within 
her new home in which she could retain her home bred subjectivity. 
Kaukab' s  sense of dislocation resulting from her movement from homeland to the 
UK further complicates the situation. She comes to England because of her husband's 
decision not of hers and in that sense, Kaukab' s border crossing can be regarded as a 
forced migration. Moreover, she does not have any negative experience associated with 
the place of her origin, whereas in England, she has "known nothing but pain" (Aslam 
1 03) .  Therefore, Pakistan symbolizes an ideal land to her. Under the circumstances, she 
remains unmotivated to discard or even adjust her identity in a foreign land. 
Consequently she becomes "indifferent to the values and characteristics of the host 
culture" (JanMohamed 1 0 1 )  and resists any compromise of her subjectivity in the host 
society. 
Looked at from social, cultural, and religious perspectives, Dasht-e-Tanahii 
corresponds closely enough to the place that Kaukab has left, and hence, she experiences 
its environs as a comfort zone for herself. But that familiarity reproduces reluctance to 
encounter other places, which results in her strong resistance to the host culture and 
persistence in following the religion-dominated Pakistani culture. Further, her inadequacy 
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in English poses an obstacle in understanding the culture she sees as entirely alien. The 
narrator comments : 
. . .  what was a person to do when even things in England spoke a different 
language than the one they did back in Pakistan? In England the heart said 
"boom boom" instead of dhak dhak; a gun said "bang !"  instead of thah ! ;  
things fell with a "thud," not a dharam; small bells said ''j ingle" instead of 
chaan-chaan; the trains said "choo choo" instead of chuk chuk . . . .  (Aslam 
36) 
To her, the linguistic disparity epitomizes the irreconcilability of the two spaces-a gap 
that can never be bridged. 
Even within the appropriated space of Dasht-e-Tanhaii, Kaukab feels imperiled 
and thus, compelled to demarcate her domestic space-her home-as pure, that is, 
uncontaminated by Western values and manners.  She disapproves of the adulterous 
relationship of her brother-in-law-Jugnu-with Chanda and even stops preparing food 
for Jugnu because "[i]t was a sin to offer food to a fornicator" (Aslam 63). To control the 
libido of Ujala, her youngest child, she mixes some powder given to her by a clerk in the 
local mosque with his food, which later turns out to be bromide that dramatically impacts 
his personality. This discovery of what he considers her attempt to poison him causes a 
permanent rift between mother and son, and Ujala leaves the house. Similarly, to retain 
racial and cultural purity, Kaukab makes her daughter, Mah-Jabin, marry her [Mah­
Jabin' s] cousin in Pakistan. But when, as a victim of "sexual and psychological 
molestation at the hands of her arranged husband" (Butt 1 59), Mah-Jabin returns to 
England, Kaukab, unaware of the abuse her daughter experienced, pressures her to go 
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back to Pakistan to her husband since tradition demands a husband and a wife to be 
together. Her relentless pressure eventually compels her daughter to leave England for 
America. Kaukab' s  fastidiousness regarding her culture and identity fractures her 
relations with her husband, children, and brother-in-law, who are liberal enough to 
accommodate themselves to or even assimilate into the new culture . 
Kaukab' s  domestic space is dominated by strict and sometimes ill-informed 
adherence to Islam. Whenever she encounters a cultural practice that she perceives as 
going against her faith, she resists it violently to safeguard her space on which her 
cultural identity depends. When Jugnu brings a white girlfriend to visit Kaukab' s  family, 
she questions the identity and purity of that woman even as she prepares to host her: 
"Who was this white woman? How clean was she, for instance :  did she know that a 
person must bathe after sexual intercourse, or remain polluted, contaminating everything 
one came into contact with?" (Aslam 39).  To her, the white woman is a cultural intruder 
whose presence in the house encroaches upon the sanctity of her (Kaukab' s) own space 
and causes her to feel sullied by this contact as indicated by the narrator' s remark: 
"Kaukab had touched the white woman and would have to bathe and change her clothes 
to be able to say her next prayers" (39). At times, her fastidiousness about the purity of 
the space she creates in England causes her to appear as ludicrous. When she discovers 
the guests drinking wine, which is forbidden in Islam, she becomes so exasperated that 
she transgresses the Muslim code of hospitality. She pours dahl into four shoes and 
places them before Jugnu and the white woman in order to impress on her guests her 
profound disapproval. 
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Kaukab' s  attempt to live by Islamic principles in a secular Western society 
affects not only others but also herself; the disparity between the Western practices and 
her own culture makes her suffer from within. Her religious identity is so deeply rooted 
that sometimes her reaction to the Western practices is involuntary. Her "stomach twist[s] 
into a knot when" Jugnu, violating Islamic code of conduct, "shamelessly plant[ s] a small 
kiss on the woman's  cheek" (Aslam 37).  She reacts viscerally to what she perceives as 
the blasphemous conversation of Shamas and Jugnu, and she cannot reconcile herself to 
anything that she identifies as sacrilegious within the environment of home. The narrator 
describes her situation poignantly: "Outside the rain intensified, and she shook with fear 
as she heard the sounds of conversation from the table, the clinking of glasses, the cutlery 
on the plates :  it sounded like a normal family gathering, yes, but she herself-and 
everything she stood for-was excluded from it" (3 8). Since her family members do not 
provide her with any support, the space she creates for herself becomes increasingly 
insular. In retaining her native subjectivity and by resisting any cultural incursions from 
the exterior world, she cuts herself off from those closest to her. 
Despite Kaukab' s  determination to maintain the purity of her space which 
determines her subjectivity, she ends up making some concessions to the host country' s 
conditions; the actions of her loved ones wear her down and compel her to make small 
adjustments in her subjectivity. She gradually accepts Charag's white wife, Stella, and 
despite Jugnu's Western life style and blasphemous thoughts, she loves him and desires 
his presence in the house. But her incremental attempts to achieve rapprochement 
between "the accepted and the transgressive" prove vain when she ultimately rejects 
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"possible syncretic forms" (Brah 208) because o f  her obsession with cultural purity and 
tradition. 
Aslam contrasts Kaukab' s  rigid retention of her Pakistani Muslim identity with 
her husband' s  more flexible attitudes. To cope with the situation in a new culture, 
Shamas, Kaukab' s  husband, also appropriates places and readjusts his identity 
accordingly, but not in the same fashion as does Kaukab. In part the difference between 
the attitudes of these two is caused by Shamas' s  education that leaves him with more 
personal resources to deal with the predicament. Because of his education and linguistic 
competence in English, Shamas can enjoy more mobility and access into different places 
in diaspora, which in turn, enables him to construct his self in relation to specific spaces. 
In Dasht-e-Tanhaii, by virtue of his education, he occupies a prestigious position in the 
Community Relations Council .  His work there provides opportunities to meet and assist 
people from different communities who seek his help, and in the process of assisting 
others, he has to adjust his position to deal with them. Consequently, when he meets them 
outside his office, he shapes his subjectivity according to the nature of that particular 
encounter in that particular space. Take for example his visit to Kiran and her father, two 
Hindu migrants. In their residence, Shamas along with other South Asian migrants enjoys 
jazz. Although the hosts and the listeners are South Asians and the space also belongs to 
the Asian immigrants, for the time being they transform it into a Western space and relish 
the music of Ben Webster, Louis Armstrong and Count Basie. But in the program of 
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, Shamas completely identifies himself with his Pakistani culture 
and becomes spellbound listening to the Urdu music of the Pakistani legend. The 
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environment of the concert-the Pakistani crowd and music together-impacts his 
subjectivity so tremendously that he can recognize every move of the singer. 
Shamas' s relation to the home country further facilitates his negotiation of 
subjectivity in England. When he was about to flourish as a poet in Pakistan, a military 
government came to power, and caused him to leave the country since he was a 
communist. Later when he goes back to Pakistan after five years, he fails "to gain 
meaningful employment" (Aslam 8 1  ), which leads him to leave the country once again. 
This time his departure from homeland was voluntary and was inspired by a desire for a 
better life. Since he could not thrive in his home country, Pakistan represents for him a 
place of oppression and failure. In order to succeed in diaspora, he must appropriate 
space and accommodate his subjectivity in the new society. Regarding the readjustment 
· of subjectivity of the immigrant whose migration is voluntary rather than forced, 
JanMohamed observes :  
The immigrant . . .  is not troubled by structural nostalgia because his or 
her status implies a purposive directness toward the host culture, which 
has been deliberately chosen as the new home. Most importantly, his or 
her status implies a voluntary desire to become a full-fledged subject of 
the new society. Thus the immigrant is often eager to discard with 
deliberate speed the formative influences of his or her own culture and to 
take on the values of the new culture. ( 1 0 1 )  
Even though Shamas experiences occasional nostalgia, his "purposive directness" 
overpowers it and makes him resolute to thrive in England. With his education and strong 
desire to better his condition, Shamas succeeds in restructuring his selfhood in diaspora, 
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but other Pakistani immigrants fail to reconstruct their identity because, although they 
have the desire to improve their situation, unlike Shamas, they do not have an education 
that could have given them exposure to the new culture in the form of language. Since 
they cannot easily come in contact with the host culture, they remain within the shelter of 
Dasht-e-Tanhaii and construct their identity in relation to the values and practices 
common to that specific space. 
Shamas adjusts his subjectivity even within the space of his home. As a loving 
husband, he is careful to Gonsider Kaukab' s  feelings. Since he knows that Kaukab is 
puritanical in her attitude towards her domestic space, he does not violate the purity of 
that space. Although sometimes he feels like reading some adult magazines, thinking 
about Kaukab' s  possible response to pornography, he restrains himself from doing so. 
However, when Jugnu brings his English girlfriend to Shamas' s  house, Shamas 
reconstructs his space in relation to the white woman, which leads him to make adverse 
comments about religious practices and faith. When both the brothers speak about 
religion sarcastically and privilege science, Kaukab realizes "that the white woman's 
presence was just a catalyst for the two brothers to air their blasphemies" (Aslam 38) .  For 
the time that Jugnu and his girlfriend are there, Shamas transforms the religious domestic 
space into a secular space and shapes his self accordingly. In his relation to Suraya, he 
also restructures his personal space in England. By committing adultery with her, Shamas 
crosses the sexual boundary set by religion. His geographical border crossing brings 
about his psychological as well as cultural border crossing. While describing a 
multicultural man, Peter Adler remarks that a multicultural man is he "whose essential 
identity is inclusive of different life patterns and who has psychologically and socially 
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come to grips with a multiplicity of realities" (25) .  Shamas, by refusing to adhere strictly 
to his old cultural identity as a Pakistani Muslim and creating some spaces to 
accommodate the alien culture in diaspora, reconstructs his new identity as a liberal 
multicultural man. 
Shamas' s  brother, Jugnu, evinces even more adaptability to spaces. Unlike 
Shamas, he does not have any inclination to be confined to specific spaces; he moves 
from Pakistan to Russia to America to England; he seems to be unbounded by doctrines, 
cultures, and traditions, and feels at ease crossing boundaries. Although Jugnu values 
family bond, he does not care about racial or culture purity at all ;  he spends his time in 
scientific, secular, as well as utilitarian pursuits . His study in Europe and America points 
to his intellectual quest, whereas his marrying a non-Muslim American woman for 
citizenship refers to his secular and utilitarian outlook. He does not mind having a white 
girlfriend and living together with a married woman, both of which are considered sinful 
by his religion. Jugnu' s action and attitudes towards life suggest that he identifies himself 
more with a Westerner than a Pakistani. His education in and travel across different parts 
of the world expose him to various cultures, which in tum, broadens the horizon of his 
perception and increases his capability to adjust his subjectivity to new places. Jugnu' s 
experiences in Russia and America make him realize that "diaspora . . .  offers exciting 
possibilities for the intellectual who has always dreamed of pure spaces of thought 
disjunct from ideological interpellations and identity regimes" (Radhak:rishnan 1 73) .  
Consequently, when he encounters Dasht-e-Tanhaii and finds the place different from 
what he expects, Jugnu neither wants nor feels the need to confine himself to the 
narrowly bounded space carved out by the immigrants in diaspora. In his encounter with 
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this space, he creates Thirdspace from where he resists the social, cultural, and 
ideological principles of the immigrants and flaunts his cosmopolitan subjectivity. 
Jugnu' s  ability to align his identity with different places stems not only from his 
personal experience in different parts of the world but also from the formation of his 
subjectivity in his childhood home. Although born and brought up in a Muslim family in 
Pakistan, Jugnu experienced an upbringing that differed from the rearing of other 
children. His father Chakor was a Hindu who, because of a bout of amnesia caused by the 
bombing of Gujranwala in 1 9 1 9, ended up being raised as a Muslim. When he recovered 
from his memory loss, he found himself in a Muslim society, and therefore, could not 
reveal his true identity. Inwardly he was a Hindu, but outwardly he was compelled to 
identify himself as a Muslim. His religious and cultural duality causes Chakor great 
suffering. Although the narrator does not comment at any length on the impact of 
Chakor' s divided allegiance to Hinduism and Islam on his children, the three sons seem 
to embody the competing claims on his subjectivity. His eldest son comes in contact with 
some clerics and turns into a radical Muslim; Shamas seeks to accommodate different 
components of South Asian religious identities; and Jugnu seems to transcend any 
adherence to a religion. Jugnu was the witness to his father' s  attempt to burn himself 
alive. This horrible experience at home might have created abhorrence of religion in 
Jugnu' s mind. In diaspora, when he finds the dominance of the same religion in every 
sphere of life, he creates a counter space and forms his identity based on it. 
The children of the first generation immigrants also respond to different places by 
restructuring their subjectivity in relation to the spaces they inhabit. However, in the 
process of adjustment, they undergo tremendous psychological sufferings because, unlike 
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their parents' ,  their subjectivity comprises the elements of two different cultures. The 
parents try to imbue the children with the culture of their home, but when the children go 
to school or outside their own community, they find those places dominated by a 
different culture. As a result, both cultural elements inform their subjectivity. The 
situation becomes complicated when the parents want them to respond to a space in a 
certain way while they feel like responding to it in a different way. In this situation, the 
second-generation immigrants go through a traumatic experience, which results in their 
response to that space in either way or in the creation of a new space, which in turn, 
shapes their selves. 
Shamas' s  children illustrate the situation vividly. Shamas and Kaukab want 
Charag, their eldest son, to be a doctor and return to Pakistan, whereas he wants to be an 
artist. Since the Pakistani cultural elements of Dasht-e-Tanhaii have shaped his 
subjectivity, he cannot easily go against the desire of his parents despite his strong 
leanings towards a different vocation. The difference between his dream and that of his 
parents reflects the two competing forces struggling to exert control over the boy's  
subjectivity and to determine his future. His departure from home for a university in 
London takes him far from Dasht-e-Tanhaii and expands his exposure to British culture. 
When he meets and falls in love with Stella, he makes a choice and decides to reshape his 
subjectivity in accordance to the Western space. Charag' s  sexual relations with Stella 
both incite and signal his rejection of tradition- and religion-dominated subjectivity and 
acceptance of Western secular culture. His absorption into the new space becomes 
complete when he paints The Uncut Self-Portrait, a portrait of himslef with an 
uncircumcised penis, and speaks against Islamic practices of circumcision. 
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In ways that parallel her older brother' s  development, Mah-Jabin also experiences 
psychological pressures that ultimately lead her to revolt against the tradition and leave 
the house. She grew up under Kaukab' s  strict supervision and was allowed to wear only 
those Western clothes to school that "mirrored shalwar-kameez in cut and style : the shirts 
had to be long-tailed and had to remain untucked whenever she wore trousers" (Aslam 
95). Mah-Jabin' s  dress that resembles Islamic style of clothing, Kaukab' s  supervision of 
her, and the environment she inhabits in Dash-e-Tanhaii shape her subjectivity that 
conforms to the ideals of the Pakistani immigrants in England. But her crisis begins when 
she loses her lover, the man her heart had chosen, and agrees to an arranged marriage to 
her cousin in Pakistan. Mah-Jabin seeks fulfillment by following a traditional path only to 
find herself brutalized and alienated by her husband psychologically and sexually. These 
untenable conditions motivate Mah-Jabin to leave her abusive husband and return to 
England, where she starts attending a university and becomes acquainted with a new 
space. Her encounter with this Western space, interactions with other women with 
agency, and secular education re-inform her subjectivity, which results in her developing 
agency in diaspora. Kaukab' s  pressure on her to go back to her husband pushes Mah­
Jabin to define herself in resistance to the traditional space and assert her individuality by 
leaving home and eventually England for America. However, while she remains in the 
UK, Mah-Jabin does not reject the immigrants' conservative space in Dasht-e-Tanhaii 
altogether, but rather seeks to balance between the Eastern and the Western spaces. In the 
presence of her mother in Dasht-e-Tanhaii, she constructs her subjectivity as a Pakistani 
immigrant so that her mother does not get hurt, but in other places she manifests her 
Western self through her dress and lifestyle. 
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Ujala, the youngest of Kaukab' s  children, exemplifies those second-generation 
immigrants who resist the space of the early immigrants throughout the whole time they 
remain within it. Since Ujala was very close to Jugnu, Jugnu's  outlook of life and 
intellectual discussion about different issues which were very much Western in nature 
exerted tremendous impact on his subjectivity. As a result, when he grows up, Ujala finds 
disparity between his subjectivity that emerges in contact with Jugnu and the space in 
Dasht-e-Tanhaii that he inhabits. He decides not to shape his identity in relation to the 
native space; his rebellion against the tradition becomes obvious after the honor killing of 
Jugnu and Chanda. Being violent, he digs earth outside the house of Chanda' s parents in 
search of his uncle ' s  dead body and holds his mother, Kaukab, responsible for the 
disappearance of Jugnu and Chanda. When he discovers his mother feeding him bromide 
thinking it to be some sacred powder to curb his sexual impulses, he completely revolts 
against the immigrants' culture by leaving home and assimilating into the British culture. 
Compared to his siblings, Ujala more actively embraces Western culture and most 
violently repudiates the traditional Pakistani immigrants' ways of life. He never feels 
conflict within himself; from the very beginning he seems to be prepared to let the host 
space fashion his subjectivity. 
Nevertheless, Aslam indicates that not all children of the first generation of 
immigrants readjust their subjectivity in relation to different places in diaspora; 
sometimes, their upbringing and education shape their subjectivity in such a manner that 
they tend to conform to the place and values of their childhood homes. Suraya 
exemplifies this loyalty to childhood space. At a young age, Suraya falls in love with a 
Sikh boy, which leads her mother to take her out of the co-education school and send her 
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to a Muslim girls' school, where she is educated according to religious teachings. Her 
education in this school fashions her subjectivity in such a manner that although in the 
beginning, she resented her mother' s  action, by the time she meets Shamas, she "is glad 
her mother took her out of the co-education school and sent her to a place where they 
taught her to fear and love Allah, made her think of the afterlife-saved her soul" (Aslam 
207). Because of the influence of shallow religious teaching and Pakistani tradition on 
her personality, Suraya does not question the validity of her divorce which, if judged 
properly according to Muslim law, might not have been a divorce at all .  After her so 
called divorce, she starts looking for a second husband whom she would marry and then 
divorce in order to reunite with her previous husband. Thus, despite being a second 
generation immigrant like Mah-Jabin, she fails to negotiate her subjectivity successfully 
in diaspora, which makes her life miserable in the long run. Mah-Jabin succeeds in 
reconstructing her subjectivity at the moment of crisis because of her exposure to 
Western culture and education brought about by her movement, but Suraya does not have 
Mah-Jabin' s  privilege, and hence, she is unable to readjust her selfhood in the context of 
changed situation. 
Aslam further develops the relationship between space and subjectivity by 
showing that the immigrants construct their selves in relation not only to those places that 
are immediately present to them but also to those that are absent. Places, even through 
their absence, play a significant role in shaping one's  subjectivity in diaspora. Referring 
to the psychological crisis of diasporic people caused by their memory of the place that 
they have left, Vijay Agnew remarks : "the individual living in the diaspora experiences a 
dynamic tension every day between living 'here' and remembering ' there, '  between 
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memories of places of origin and entanglements with places of residence, and between 
the metaphorical and the physical home" (Agnew 4). The Pakistani Muslim immigrants 
in Maps for Lost Lovers experience the same feeling in their everyday life. The "Tannoy 
announcement at the bus station" makes the Pakistani female immigrants feel as if they 
were "in Pakistan and a Friday sermon . . .  [were] being conveyed over a mosque 
loudspeaker" (Aslam 46) . As Muslim immigrants, they miss the call for prayer over a 
loudspeaker in a non-Muslim society in diaspora, which makes them turn to their home 
culture. Moreover, being inhabitants of an ex-colonized country, when they remember 
that their home country was once robbed by their present host country, that "the whites 
stole all . . .  [their] wealth" (46), they become more antagonistic towards their place 
where they reside and unconsciously develop resistance to the host space; they fail to 
make any compromise of their identity with those who took Koh-i-Noor away from them. 
Nostalgia creates a crisis in the immigrant' s  relation to the host country, which 
affects the diasporic individual ' s  negotiation of subjectivity in diaspora. Proshansky, 
Fabian, and Kaminoff observe that "through personal attachment to geographically 
locatable places, a person acquires a sense of belonging and purpose which give meaning 
to his or her life" (60) . In diaspora, the memories of these places "ignite . . .  [the 
immigrants' ] imaginations and enable . . .  [them] to vividly recreate . . .  [their] 
recollections of home as a haven filled with nostalgia, longing, and desire" (Agnew 1 0) .  
When immigrants encounter such a heavenly image of homeland in  their imagination, the 
host country and everything associated with it appear to be inferior; the place, where they 
were born and brought up, interferes in the negotiation of their selves. Consequently, 
diasporic individuals do not feel like restructuring their subjectivity in accordance with 
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the place in the host land, but rather they hold on to their homegrown identity. The 
narrator metaphorically refers to this state of mind of Kaukab when he remarks, 
"Compared with England, Pakistan is a poor and humble country but she aches for it, 
because to be thirsty is to crave a glass of simple water and no amount of rich buttermilk 
will do" (Aslam 7 1 ) . The sight of Madonna lilies sent to Kaukab by Mah-Jabin reminds 
her of Sohni Dharti which, in turn, revives in her a longing for Pakistan. 
Through his portrayal of Dasht-e-Tanhaii, a fictional place in Maps for Lost 
Lovers, and its inhabitants, Aslam points to the immigrants' collective effort to 
appropriate place in diaspora and turn it into a heterotopia in relation to which they can 
adjust their identities. Moreover, by depicting individuals' experience in Pakistan and its 
impact on the adjustment of their subjectivity in England, the narrator emphasizes the 
importance of the absent place in the construction of the immigrant' s  self in the host land. 
The contrast between the static subjectivity of Kaukab, Suraya, and other immigrant 
townspeople in Dasht-e-Tanhaii and the dynamic subjectivity of Shamas, Jugnu, Charag, 
and Mah-Jabin suggests the significance of mobility in the adjustment of selfhood in 
diaspora. Whether the immigrants retain their native subjectivity or adapt it to the new 
place, their encounters with spaces within and beyond the heterotopia play a crucial part 
in the negotiation of their subjectivity. 
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Conclusion 
The novels of Monica Ali, Zadie Smith, and Nadeem Aslam represent the struggle 
of immigrants to deal with their existential crises that the new location imposes upon 
them in diaspora. In the new place, they find themselves in an in-between space where 
they experience "complex figures of difference and identity, past and present, inside and 
outside, inclusion and exclusion" (Bhabha, Location 2). Ali, Smith, and Aslam show that 
in order to deal with this ontological problem, immigrants recreate and in turn, are 
psychologically reconstructed by the places they traverse, which causes the emergence of 
a different spatial identity that may or may not last long. 
Ali presents an optimistic view of the diasporic individual ' s  engagement with 
places in the host country. Her protagonist, Nazneen, develops agency and a sense of 
self-assurance through her encounter with different spaces . In Nazneen' s  case, the 
relationship between the subjectivity and the place is fairly straightforward; every 
encounter with a new place stirs her subjectivity, and she readjusts her self in relation to 
that specific place. Her new subjectivity is not ephemeral, but rather it lasts long enough 
to initiate the next development in her individuality. In other words, the protagonist' s 
new subjectivity builds on the old subjectivity, which makes each encounter special and 
contributory to the formation of her final self. Ali also shows the direct relation between 
the development of the self and movement in diaspora. In terms of Nazneen' s  character 
development, the more her mobility increases, the more she develops agency, which, 
then, prompts her to move further afield and to develop a greater sense of agency. At the 
conjuncture of space, movement, and subjectivity, she develops a new identity. 
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Smith deals with the relationship between place, mobility, and diasporic 
subjectivity in a more complex way by registering her characters' response to different 
places in both colonial and postcolonial worlds, and introducing the second-generation 
migrants in the novel. Smith's  characters also reshape their subjectivity in relation to the 
space they inhabit, but this new subjectivity does not always contribute to the formation 
of the new self. Moreover, Smith points that the places immigrants encounter in diaspora 
do not always appear as benign to them, and hence, sometimes they transform the places 
into spaces of resistance and construct rebellious identities. The characters in White Teeth 
also appropriate geographical space and transform it into a hybrid space, which serves as 
a site for asserting their individuality. By depicting diverse responses of immigrants to 
different spaces, the novelist emphasizes the unpredictability of the outcome of the 
diasporic individual' s  interaction with places in diaspora. 
Aslam' s novel primarily focuses on the collective efforts of a migrant community 
to appropriate physical space in order to maintain its cultural identity in diaspora. The 
narrator implies that immobility and confinement to a specific space can encumber 
various possibilities of the negotiation of diasporic subjectivity, which may have 
disastrous effects on the community itself. Unlike Brick La,ne and White Teeth, Maps/or 
Lost Lovers underscores individual and communal struggle to negotiate cultural identity 
and shows how this identity is tied up with place in diaspora. The novel explores all the 
possibilities available to diasporic individuals in the process of adjusting their sense of 
themselves in relation to different places. Some of the immigrants try their utmost to 
retain native subj ectivity; some assimilate into the new space and culture; and still others 
assume multicultural identities. Whatever the outcome of the diasporic subject' s spatial 
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encounter, movement and location play a major part in the construction of their identities 
in diaspora. 
As this thesis shows, diasporic individuals negotiate their identity not only in their 
psychic space but also in physical space. In their movement within diaspora, when 
immigrants come across a specific space, they interact with it through perceptions and 
conceptions, which results in the transformation of the space and the construction of a 
new self, that is, in the emergence of a new spatial self. The representations of the 
fictional characters' struggles to negotiate their identities in the novels make us think 
anew about the experiences of immigrants in the present world. The dislocation of 
populations caused by globalization, improved communication, and easy flow of capital 
has been augmented by political turmoil, both national and international. The twenty-first 
century has already seen a large-scale dislocation of people not only across countries but 
also across continents. The responses of host countries to this influx of immigrants, 
particularly Muslim immigrants, have differed widely from one another: sometimes 
welcoming, sometimes hostile and rejecting, and always fraught with anxiety. Often, 
Muslim migrants have been described as militant and regarded as a threat to Western 
countries, but as the analyses of these novels suggest, this kind of generalization runs the 
risk of being much too reductive because the immigrants, in their own ways, strive to 
negotiate their identities in different spaces, just as the host countries' citizens must adapt 
and adjust to those whom they have allowed to enter their nation. 
The arrival of immigrants does not alter the geography of a particular place, but it 
surely changes the demography and nature of that place. It no longer remains a culturally 
"pure," that is to say, homogeneous place in the host country (if it ever was such a place), 
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but becomes a hybrid space that opens up possibilities for both the natives and the 
immigrants to construct new spatial identities. Diasporic individuals '  success in or failure 
to negotiate their identities does not merely lie with migrants themselves, but is also 
contingent upon host people as they are also part of the space immigrants inhabit. 
Since place plays a vital role in the construction of immigrant' s  spatial selves in 
diaspora, the subject of space, both literal and metaphoric, requires more research and 
much wider interdisciplinary conversation. How host people construct their spatial selves 
in such a hybrid space and how these selves impact migrants' endeavors to define who 
they are in diaspora also require examination. Moreover, as movement produces spatial 
encounters, what facilitates or obstructs mobility in diaspora also needs to be explored in 
order for all of us to find a way to live together and share the resources of this small 
planet. 
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